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This Article is about “local power.” We use that term in two distinct but complementary ways. First, local power describes the authority of local governments to enact regulatory policies in the interests of their citizens. Second, local power describes the authority of local governments to exercise proprietary control over the sources and delivery of electric power to their citizens. This dual meaning of local power is particularly important today, as an increasing number of local governments are seriously considering “municipalizing”—taking control of local electric power systems—at the same time that, outside the electric power sector, many states are constraining local regulatory power by displacing or “preempting” local initiatives in a broad range of environmental, economic, and social policy arenas.

Building on this dual meaning of local power, this Article constructs a new and important link between two existing bodies of legal scholarship: (1) state and local government law, with a focus on the recent, aggressive state preemption of local environmental, economic, and social regulatory policies, and (2) energy law, with a focus on the broad authority that exists in virtually every state for local governments to act in a proprietary capacity to control the generation and delivery of electric power to their citizens to meet a broad range of economic, environmental, political, social, and racial equity goals. In establishing this new connection between the two scholarly fields, we illustrate how local communities’ exercise of control over electric power systems creates a potential safe harbor from the well-documented trend of increased state preemption of local regulatory authority in many states across the country. This creates opportunities for local governments to use their long-standing proprietary powers to supply electricity to their citizens as a means to meet many of the same economic, environmental protection, and social and racial equity goals they have historically attempted to achieve through traditional
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regulation. This analysis also provides a new perspective on the renewed scholarly debates over “localism” and shows how local control over power systems can counteract historic parochialism concerns associated with renewable energy projects that are critical to a U.S. clean energy transition.

INTRODUCTION
This Article is about “local power.” We use that term in two distinct but complementary ways. First, local power describes the
authority of local governments to enact regulatory policies in the interests of their citizens. Second, local power describes the authority of local governments to exercise proprietary control over the sources and delivery of electric power to their citizens. Exploration of this dual meaning of local power has important theoretical and practical implications because it allows a focus on local governments beyond their traditional regulatory capacity. It creates opportunities to consider local governments as providers of a critical service—electricity—that today is laden with many of the same economic, environmental protection, and social and racial equity goals local governments may simultaneously attempt to achieve through traditional regulation.

This inquiry is particularly important as an increasing number of local governments consider “municipalizing”—taking control of local electric power systems from private, investor-owned utilities to advance goals that include lower power prices; reduced greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions; improved customer service, accountability, and transparency; job creation; “energy democracy”; and “energy justice.” Moreover, this growing interest in municipalization is taking place at the same time that, outside the electric power sector, many states are actively constraining local regulatory power by displacing or “preempting” local initiatives in a broad range of environmental, economic, and social policy arenas.

1. This formulation draws on Richard Schragger’s definition of “city power” as both “the city’s formal authority to engage in particular activities” as well as “the city’s actual capacity to govern—its ability through its policies to improve the material well-being of its citizens.” Richard Schragger, City Power: Urban Governance in a Global Age 1 (2016). Throughout this Article, we use the terms “local governments,” “municipal corporations,” “cities,” and “subnational governments” to refer to the exercise of legislative power and, in some cases, proprietary authority, by nonstate and nonfederal governmental authorities. We recognize that in other contexts not relevant to this Article, these terms may have very different meanings from one another and are not as easily interchangeable. See, e.g., Richard Briffault, Our Localism: Part II—Localism and Legal Theory, 90 Colum. L. Rev. 346, 347 (1990) (stating that the term “city” is “a political, economic and social concept that conjures up associations with respect to size, economics, politics, social life and history that the blander ‘local government’ does not”).

2. See infra Part I.A (defining and discussing investor-owned utilities).

3. See infra notes 232–237 and accompanying text (defining and discussing energy democracy).

4. See infra note 307 and accompanying text (defining and discussing energy justice).

5. See, e.g., Nestor M. Davidson, The Dilemma of Localism in an Era of Polarization, 128 Yale L.J. 954, 957 (2019) (“As rising political and cultural polarization exacerbates long-standing urban/rural conflicts, . . . progressive cities find themselves increasingly at odds with conservative state legislatures. . . . States in recent years have preempted local initiatives and removed local authority across a wide array of policy domains.”); Richard Briffault, The Challenge of the New Preemption, 70 Stan. L. Rev. 1995, 1997 (2018) (“This decade has witnessed the emergence and rapid spread of a new and aggressive form of state preemption of local government action. . . . The rise of the new preemption is closely connected to the interacting polarizations of Republican and Democrat, conservative and liberal, and nonurban and urban.”).
Building on this dual meaning of local power, this Article constructs a new and important link between two existing bodies of legal scholarship: (1) state and local government law, with a focus on the recent, aggressive state legislative preemption of local environmental, economic, and social regulatory policies, and (2) energy law, with a focus on the broad authority that exists in virtually every state for local governments to “municipalize,” or act in a proprietary capacity to control the generation and delivery of electricity to their citizens to meet a broad range of economic, environmental, political, and social policy goals. In creating this new link between these two fields of legal study, we illustrate how local communities’ exercise of control over electric power resources and delivery creates a potential safe harbor from increased state preemption of local policy initiatives.

Moreover, this analysis provides a new perspective on the renewed scholarly debates over “localism” in response to contemporary state preemption actions arising from increased political polarization between states and local governments. When local governments exercise their power to municipalize—either to actually create a municipal electric utility or to use their authority to do so as a bargaining chip in negotiations with the existing investor-owned utility—it provides a powerful platform for local policy development and experimentation that poses less risk of parochialism and other concerns historically associated with localism.

6. See, e.g., Johanna Bozuwa, Energy Democracy: Taking Back Power, NEXT SYS. PROJECT 7–10 (Feb. 2019), https://thenextsystem.org/sites/default/files/2019-03/EnergyDemocracy-2-star-Final.pdf [https://perma.cc/53FE-XNNF] (discussing how proponents of contemporary municipalization efforts are relying on “energy democracy” principles that include embracing renewable energy, greater citizen political participation in energy system decisions, progressive economic ideals surrounding energy such as community ownership, wealth distribution, and diversity in leadership); OFF. OF THE N.Y.C. PUB. ADVOC., MUNICIPALIZING NEW YORK CITY’S ELECTRIC GRID 16–19 (Aug. 7, 2020), https://www.pubadvocate.nyc.gov/static/assets/Municipal%20Grid%20Report_OPA.pdf [https://perma.cc/5FAL-NXHA] (advocating for a New York City municipal utility and including among its goals: “accountability to the people it serves,” the ability to operate independently from “outside” corporate or governmental authority and instead be accountable to a directly elected local board, a “just transition for all utility workers,” and a “just and expeditious transition to a renewable energy future while keeping costs to the ratepayer down”).

7. See Richard Briffault, Our Localism: Part I—The Structure of Local Government Law, 90 COLUM. L. REV. 1, 1 (1990) (“The scholarly proponents of greater local power—what I will call ‘localism’—make their case in terms of economic efficiency, education for public life and popular political empowerment—a striking harmonization of the otherwise divergent values of the free market, civic republicanism and critical legal studies.”); see also Davidson, supra note 5, at 958–60, 963–64 (describing resurgence of interest in localism and scholarly debates over the same); BRUCE KATZ & JEREMY NOWAK, THE NEW LOCALISM: HOW CITIES CAN THRIVE IN THE AGE OF POPULISM 4–6 (2017) (defining and exploring “new localism”); infra Part III.

8. See, e.g., Briffault, supra note 7, at 1 (“Localism reflects territorial economic and social inequalities and reinforces them with political power. Its benefits accrue primarily to a minority
It is widely recognized that as political polarization has become more widespread throughout the United States, conflicts have increased significantly between states and the cities within them. In recent years, cities across the country have enacted a broad range of progressive environmental, social, and economic policies in response to the desires of their citizens. These include GHG emission reduction policies, plastic bag bans, restrictions on oil and gas hydraulic fracturing (or “fracking”) operations, protection for the LGBTQ community in housing and employment, “living wage” ordinances and other workplace protections, restrictions on the use of natural gas in new building construction in favor of decarbonized electricity, and the like. These policies build on a long history of progressive local policymaking, particularly when it comes to protecting the health and economic well-being of local citizens as well as, in some instances, protecting racial minorities within the community.

9. See, e.g., Richard Briffault & Laurie Reynolds, Cases and Materials on State and Local Government Law 358 (8th ed. 2016) (discussing range of disputes between states and local governments on “hot button” issues where the circumstances or political preferences of local residents, particularly in big cities, diverge significantly from those of the rest of the state” and citing, in particular, local regulation of guns and LGBTQ rights).

10. Katrina M. Wyman & Danielle Spiegel-Feld, The Urban Environmental Renaissance, 108 Calif. L. Rev. 305, 309–11, app. a (2020) (discussing city environmental ordinances and initiatives to reduce GHG emissions and plastic waste); see also infra Part I.A (discussing local ordinances and litigation over the same).

11. See infra note 63 and accompanying text.

12. Hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking,” refers to extraction techniques developed in Texas in the 1990s to obtain oil and gas resources from shale rock and tight sandstones. These techniques involve pumping large quantities of water, chemicals, and “proppants” (like sand) into a subsurface well at high pressure—first vertically and then horizontally (a practice known as “directional drilling”)—to create fissures or “fractures” in the rock that allow the oil and gas to flow back up through the well for recovery. See Alexandra B. Klass & Hannah J. Wiseman, Energy Law 47 (2d ed. 2020) (discussing the fracking process); see also infra notes 53–56, 62 and accompanying text (discussing local fracking bans and litigation over the same).

13. See infra note 59 and accompanying text.

14. See Briffault & Reynolds, supra note 9, at 375–76 (discussing legal challenges to municipal living wage ordinances and municipal enhanced sick leave ordinances based on state preemption of local authority); see also infra note 59 and accompanying text.

15. See infra notes 65–66 and accompanying text.

16. See, e.g., R.A. Lenhardt, Localities as Equality Innovators, 7 Stan. J. C.R. & C.L. 265, 269 (2011) (discussing why local governments have the institutional capacity and experience to create innovative policies to address racial inequality); Davidson, supra note 5, at 974–78 (discussing local governments as historic centers of policy experimentation and summarizing scholarly debates over localism, parochialism, and the appropriate balance of power between states and local governments); Wyman & Spiegel-Feld, supra note 10, at 312–18 (discussing early efforts by cities to reduce smoke and smog and provide citizens with clean water and waste disposal services); Lauren E. Phillips, Note, Impeding Innovation: State Preemption of Progressive Local Regulations, 117 Colum. L. Rev. 2225, 2238 (2017) (discussing literature on role of cities in civil rights movement and stating that “[l]ocal governments are closely connected to their constituents and
However, states can pose often insurmountable barriers to progressive local policy development. While cities today increasingly reflect a more concentrated population of progressive, diverse, well-educated constituencies, the same is not true for many states. These “red states” often embrace countervailing policies designed to reduce regulations, lower taxes, and respond to more rural and, in many cases, conservative constituencies. As a result, when local governments enact environmental, energy, social, and economic policy, a frequent response by states is to displace or “preempt” those policies by legislation in favor of a statewide ban on local government initiatives in the regulatory area in question. While state preemption of local policy choices is nothing new, the scope and intensity of preemption has increased in recent years in parallel with the rise of political polarization across the country between urban and rural areas, educated and less educated voters, and white and minority citizens.

Richard Briffault has described this “new” preemption as including both “punitive preemption”—imposing significant financial penalties on local governments and local government officials for policy choices disfavored by the state legislature; and “nuclear preemption”—eliminating entirely the power of local governments to regulate without express state permission. One might add to these new forms of preemption “anticipatory preemption”—states preempting local governments from taking a particular policy action before they have even considered adopting it in order to send a warning to local thus may be better able to experiment with solutions to a variety of issues affecting local communities, particularly socioeconomic inequality and discrimination”); Matthew J. Parlow, Progressive Policy-Making on the Local Level: Rethinking Traditional Notions of Federalism, 17 TEMP. POL. & C.R. L. REV. 371, 373 (2008) (“Local governments can be viewed as perhaps the most critical level of government in terms of responding—through regulation, goods, or services—to the needs and wants of its constituents.”). But see Davidson, supra note 5, at 976–78 (discussing critiques of “localism” that include the tendency of local governments to “foster exclusion,” engage in parochialism, and create negative externalities with their policy choices).

17. See infra Part I.B.
18. See infra Part I.B.
governments not to follow the lead of cities in other states. Responding to these state legislative trends, Richard Schragger declared in 2018 that “American cities are under attack” due to an “explosion” of state laws preempting a broad range of local policies, often “accompanied by an increasingly shrill anti-urban politics.” Nestor Davidson observed in 2019 that “[t]his wave of preemption reflects a mix of deregulatory libertarianism—particularly focused on employment, the environment, and technology—and social conservatives’ concerns about religious liberty and reducing immigration, forming a shared agenda of reducing local power.” In many instances, these state deregulatory agendas follow intense lobbying by regulated businesses as well as by interest groups like the American Legislative Exchange Council (“ALEC”).

Because the U.S. Constitution makes no mention of cities and grants them no independent authority, local governments are dependent on state constitutions and state statutes for their authority. Thus, when local government policies conflict with state policies, courts generally invalidate the local policy. Since many of the local governments enacting these progressive policies represent large percentages of minority citizens, the elimination of local government

21. See, e.g., Amy Turner, Municipal Natural Gas Bans: Round 2 (The Evolution of State Preemption Law), COLUM. L. SCH. SABIN CTR. FOR CLIMATE CHANGE L.: CLIMATE L. BLOG (July 29, 2020), http://blogs.law.columbia.edu/climatechange/2020/07/29/municipal-natural-gas-bans-round-2-the-evolution-of-state-preemption-law/ [https://perma.cc/WW75-UJPV] (reporting on increasing number of local governments banning natural gas connections in new buildings and state legislative responses to the same); see also Phillips, supra note 16, at 2244–45 (discussing the Ohio legislature’s ban on local government ordinances that would increase the minimum wage within their borders before any such increases were enacted and an Arizona law preempting local governments from giving workers rights with regard to setting work schedules prior to the enactment of any local ordinances on the topic).

22. Schragger, supra note 20, at 1164.

23. Davidson, supra note 5, at 964.

24. See, e.g., Schragger, supra note 20, at 1170 (noting that “[i]n many cases, there appears to be a partnership between the private interests that seek to avoid local regulation and legislators at the state level”); Briffault, supra note 5, at 1997 (stating that new preemption measures are “[o]ften propelled by trade association and business lobbying”). As described on its website, ALEC is “America’s largest nonpartisan, voluntary membership organization of state legislators dedicated to the principles of limited government, free markets and federalism” and provides model legislation to member legislators on a range of subjects including criminal justice, workplace regulation, environmental protection, energy, education, and free speech. See About ALEC, Am. LEGIS. EXCH. COUNCIL, https://www.alec.org/about/ (last visited Dec. 21, 2021) [https://perma.cc/GPT8-EYSQ].

25. See, e.g., BRIFFAULT & REYNOLDS, supra note 9, at 73 (discussing lack of U.S. constitutional status for local governments and discussing the three approaches to the appropriate legal role for local governments—(1) as state instrumentalities, (2) as de facto autonomy coupled with “a normative commitment to local self-governance,” and (3) as quasi-proprietary firms similar to business corporations); SCHRAGGER, supra note 1, at 80–81 (“The bottom line is that, as a general matter, cities are constitutionally subordinate to states, and thus states are mostly unrestrained by U.S. constitutional law in limiting cities’ formal powers.”).

authority in favor of state authority transfers political power away from minority citizens in favor of white citizens who hold more power on a statewide basis.27

However, there is one area where local governments have exercised authority with the blessing of states and the federal government for over a century—the power to take control of their electricity systems. The authority of local governments to “municipalize” and create locally owned, not-for-profit, self-regulating electric utilities is reflected in all but one state’s laws or constitution.28 Cities in both “red states” and “blue states” and led by both Republican and Democratic mayors and city councils have taken advantage of their authority to municipalize for a broad range of policy objectives that include lowering power costs; promoting local autonomy and democratic self-determination; addressing dissatisfaction with the existing investor-owned utility serving the community; and, increasingly, reducing GHG emissions and addressing social and economic equity goals.29

Municipal utilities exist in Los Angeles, California; Austin, Texas; Cleveland, Ohio; Seattle, Washington; Omaha, Nebraska; and thousands of small cities and towns across the country.30 When a local government chooses to municipalize and provide electricity services to its citizens, rather than contract those services out through a franchise agreement with a private, investor-owned electric utility, state law generally provides that the city itself, not the state public utility commission, becomes the sole regulator of electricity prices and

27. See, e.g., Heather K. Gerken, Dissenting by Deciding, 57 STAN. L. REV. 1745, 1748 (2005) (explaining that “[d]isaggregated institutions create the opportunity for global minorities to constitute local majorities” and “thus allow dissenters to decide, to act on behalf of the state”); HUNTER BLAIR, DAVID COOPER, JULIA WOLFE & JAIMIE WORKER, ECON. POL’Y INST., PREEMPTING PROGRESS 2 (2020), https://www.epi.org/publication/preemption-in-the-south/ [https://perma.cc/DUD4-LUW8] (“Through preemption, state lawmakers [in the South] have obstructed local communities—often majority-Black-and-Brown communities—from responding to the expressed needs and values of their residents through policies strengthening workers’ rights.”); Briffault, supra note 5, at 2009 (“Some preemption measures have the effect of shifting decisionmaking authority from majority-minority local governments to a white-dominated state government.”).

28. See infra Part I.D (all states except Hawaii include the power for local governments to municipalize).

29. See infra Part II.B (discussing public power goals).

services.\footnote{For example, municipal utilities in Minnesota are self-regulating unless they actively elect to become subject to regulation by the public utilities commission. Minn. Stat. \S 216B.025 (2021). The law is similar in many other states. See infra Part II.A.} In other words, when a local government exerts its power to municipalize, state authority decreases rather than increases, providing significant local government autonomy to achieve environmental, social, and economic goals through its power systems.\footnote{See, e.g., Wyman & Spiegel-Feld, supra note 10, at 340 & n.219 (recognizing that cities with municipal utilities have greater control over their energy generation mix than cities in franchise agreements with investor-owned utilities, allowing cities with municipal utilities to regulate the “supply side of the economy” in addition to the “demand side”); infra Part II.A.}

Moreover, as a matter of state and local government law, when a city takes action through its municipal electric utility, it is acting in its “proprietary” capacity rather than its regulatory capacity and thus has far more autonomy from the state with regard to policies, revenues, contracts, and property rights.\footnote{See infra Part I.C.} Once created, the local utility has physical assets, long-term power purchase contracts, employees, constituents in the form of local electricity customers, and a durable governance structure. There is limited formal authority or political will for a state to interfere with a local government’s decisions regarding the delivery of power to citizens. In other words, once a local utility creates a physical and regulatory framework for delivery of electric power, that structure can serve as a platform for pursuing a broad range of local goals relating to energy, environmental protection, economic security, social equity, and democratic participation.

As Shelley Welton has documented, many current municipalization efforts “reclaim public ownership as a method of implementing social policy” consistent with “the Progressive-era history of municipalization in the United States” as well as more contemporary policy efforts to address climate change.\footnote{Shelley Welton, Public Energy, 92 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 267, 270 (2017).} She suggests that local control over electricity systems provides a potential for local governments to “gain more say in setting priorities for their electricity systems, be they economic development or environmental goals” such as encouraging locally sourced power or “to keep jobs and resources within the community.”\footnote{Shelley Welton, Grasping for Energy Democracy, 116 Mich. L. Rev. 581, 586 (2018).} Likewise, Uma Outka has argued that a transition to locally owned power provides “the possibility for reinvention” of the delivery of electricity, providing citizens with low carbon power as well as “new modes of delivering energy services.”\footnote{Uma Outka, Cities and the Low-Carbon Grid, 46 Env’t L. 105, 109–10 (2016).} Finally, Shalanda Baker has recognized that these energy policy
choices can shape “every single aspect of life, particularly for poor people and people of color.”37

This momentum in favor of creating local utilities to serve a growing variety of economic and social welfare goals has extended beyond cities to Indian tribes. An increasing number of tribal leaders have expressed interest in creating tribal utilities to achieve many of the same economic, political, and environmental protection goals in the name of “energy sovereignty.”38 Tribal leaders have articulated goals that include lowering electricity costs, reducing GHG emissions, taking control over power supplies, enhancing local sovereignty and self-governance, and using the tribal utility to promote on-site clean energy generation and local job creation.39 In this way, “local power” extends beyond local governments to encompass a broader range of governing authorities using power systems to transform their communities.

Part I provides a brief summary of state and local government regulatory authority, followed by a discussion of contemporary actions by states to preempt local government regulatory initiatives in a growing number of economic, environmental, and social policy arenas. It ends with a discussion of the circumstances under which local governments can act in a “proprietary” or business-like capacity—


38. See, e.g., Pilar M. Thomas, Tribal Utility Development: Energy Development and Services on Tribal Land, ARIZ. ATT’Y 26, 26–28 (2019); see also 17 Tribes Awarded Federal Grants to Support Energy Sovereignty, TRIBAL BUS. NEWS (Dec. 9, 2020), https://tribalbusinessnews.com/sections/energy/13265-17-tribes-awarded-federal-grants-to-support-energy-sovereignty [https://perma.cc/SA9L-48NS] (reporting on Tribal Energy Development Capacity program that “will go toward bolstering tribes’ managerial and institutional capacity to develop energy resources, as well as develop the organizational and business structures to manage those projects”); Tribal Utility Formation: Three Key Considerations for Tribal Electric Utility Formation, AVANT ENERGY, https://www.avantenergy.com/2018/02/tribal-utility-formation-three-key-considerations-tribal-electric-utility-formation/ (last visited Dec. 21, 2021) [https://perma.cc/4E5N-SSAH] (“A tribal electric utility gives the Tribe the authority to decide how to generate or procure power, how to invest in tribal infrastructure, and how to provide customer service to electric customers on Reservation.”); infra Part II.B.

including as an electric utility—and in that way avoid some of the power of states to displace local policy choices.

Part II explores the history of local efforts to take control of the generation and delivery of electricity to citizens through municipalization and the economic, environmental, political, and social equity rationales underlying local power campaigns. It also details how these local power campaigns have extended to Indian tribes seeking “energy sovereignty” to accomplish similar economic, environmental, and social justice goals.

Part III returns to the distinct but complementary meanings of “local power.” It illustrates in more detail how local communities’ exercise of control over electric power resources and delivery can create a potential safe harbor from increased state preemption of local authority in other contexts. Moreover, this analysis provides a new perspective on the renewed scholarly debates over “localism” and the concerns of local government parochialism.40 In the energy context, parochialism concerns often take the form of local government opposition to solar, wind, and other renewable energy projects critically needed for a U.S. energy transition to address global climate change. While in the past scholars and regulators have turned to state preemption to address these “not-in-my-backyard” or “NIMBY” concerns in the energy sector, another option is increased local ownership of energy systems. Such an increase in “local power” has the potential to overcome parochialism concerns in the energy sector by enhancing the economic and participatory benefits associated with new energy projects in the community.

I. LOCAL POWER I: LOCAL REGULATORY AUTHORITY AND LIMITS

This Part provides a basic explanation of the division of power between state and local governments in the U.S. constitutional system. Section A explains how as a federal constitutional matter, local governments have no protected status or rights. States have granted local governments extensive authority to regulate within their borders through their state constitutions and statutes. Still, states have the power to displace or “preempt” such local laws when they choose. Section B describes how state legislatures have increasingly preempted local laws on a range of environmental, economic, and social policy issues. Moreover, these state legislative actions are more punitive and sweeping than in the past, reflecting increased political polarization between states and local governments. Importantly, though, as

40. See, e.g., Davidson, supra note 5, at 975–83 (describing scholarly debates).
described in Section C, for over a century courts and commentators have recognized that local governments have significantly greater autonomy when they act in their private or “proprietary” capacity rather than in their regulatory capacity. Notably, one of the ways in which a local government acts in its private or proprietary capacity is when it creates and operates a municipal electric utility. Section D summarizes state constitutions and laws governing the formation and operation of municipal utilities, while Section E highlights court decisions that illustrate the surprising scope and strength of local power when cities act in their capacity as municipal utilities.

A. Home Rule, Local Authority, and State Preemption

The U.S. Constitution contains specific grants of authority for the federal government and preserves plenary authority for the states, but says nothing at all about local governments.41 In 1907, the U.S. Supreme Court declared in Hunter v. City of Pittsburgh that cities are political subdivisions of the state, “created as convenient agencies” for exercising governmental powers the state entrusts to them, but that the state “at its pleasure, may modify or withdraw all such powers,” take their property without compensation, reduce or eliminate their territory, or destroy them entirely all “with or without the consent of the citizens, or even against their protest.”42 According to the Court, such actions are allowable because “in all these respects the state is supreme, and its legislative body, conforming its action to the state Constitution, may do as it will, unrestrained by any provision of the Constitution of the United States.”43 In its decision, the Supreme Court weighed in on an active debate over whether the Constitution contained any right to local self-government. It ultimately sided with the position of legal scholar and Iowa Supreme Court Justice John Dillon, who contended that local governments had no authority apart from that expressly given to them under state law.44 The opposing view, championed by Justice Thomas Cooley of the Michigan Supreme Court, relied on early American history and local practice to argue that local

41. U.S. Const. amend. X (“The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.”). See generally Brieffault & Reynolds, supra note 9, at 73–74 (“The Constitution is utterly silent on the subject of local government.”).
42. 207 U.S. 161, 178–79 (1907) (affirming lower court decision consolidating the cities of Pittsburgh and Allegheny upon a positive vote of the citizens of Pittsburgh, a negative vote of the citizens of Allegheny, and state legislative action ordering the consolidation).
43. Id. at 179.
44. See Brieffault & Reynolds, supra note 9, at 79, 326–29 (citing legal authorities).
government autonomy should be protected as a matter of state constitutional law or at least as a matter of historical practice.\textsuperscript{45}

Since that time, courts and commentators have used “Dillon’s Rule” as “a standard of delegation, a canon of construction, and a rule of limited power” that reflects the view that local governments have only the powers that the state expressly grants them or that can be fairly implied from powers the state has expressly granted.\textsuperscript{46} This served to limit the number of governmental entities that could regulate private conduct; if it was unclear whether the local government had authority to act, courts resolved any uncertainty against the local government.\textsuperscript{47}

From the outset, however, local governments pushed back against Dillon’s Rule and advocated for their states to adopt what became known as “home rule” authority for local governments. States responded beginning in 1875 with amendments to their state constitutions providing local governments with the power to regulate in certain policy areas even in the absence of express state authority. Today, the vast majority of states have a constitutional provision or statute granting at least some local governments home rule authority in matters of “local” concern.\textsuperscript{48}

For instance, in Colorado, the state’s constitution provides that each city or town has the power to enact laws that extend “to all its local and municipal matters,” and that such laws “shall supersede within the territorial limits . . . any law of the state in conflict therewith.”\textsuperscript{49} According to the Colorado Supreme Court, both state law and local law can exist in areas of local concern, in areas of “mixed state and local concern,” and in areas of statewide concern.\textsuperscript{50} When local law and state law are in conflict, local law prevails over conflicting state law in

\textsuperscript{45} Id.

\textsuperscript{46} Briffault, \textit{supra} note 7, at 8; see also BRIFFAULT & REYNOLDS, \textit{supra} note 9, at 327–28.

\textsuperscript{47} Briffault, \textit{supra} note 7, at 8 (”Whenever it is uncertain whether a locality possesses a particular power, a court should assume that the locality \textit{lacks} that power.”); BRIFFAULT & REYNOLDS, \textit{supra} note 9, at 327–28 (noting the same).

\textsuperscript{48} BRIFFAULT & REYNOLDS, \textit{supra} note 9, at 330 (stating that thirty-seven states had enacted constitutional or statutory home rule provisions by 1990 for at least some of their cities); JON D. RUSSELL & AARON BOSTROM, AM. CITY CNTY. EXCH., \textit{FEDERALISM, DILLON RULE AND HOME RULE} (Jan. 2016), https://www.alec.org/app/uploads/2016/01/2016-ACCE-White-Paper-Dillon-House-Rule-Final.pdf [https://perma.cc/SR5C-SOGG] (white paper publication of the American City County Exchange showing which states follow Dillon’s Rule, which states provide local governments with home rule authority, and arguing for limited local government authority regardless of which rule is used).

\textsuperscript{49} COLO. CONST. art. XX, § 6; City of Longmont v. Colo. Oil & Gas Ass’n, 369 P.3d 573, 579 (Colo. 2016).

\textsuperscript{50} \textit{City of Longmont}, 369 P.3d at 579. \textit{But see} City of Northglenn v. Ibarra, 62 P.3d 151, 155 (Colo. 2003) (stating that in matters of statewide concern, home-rule cities may act only when authorized by state constitution or statute).
matters of “local” concern. However, state law prevails over local law if the matter is one of statewide concern or of “mixed state and local concern.”

Thus, in any case where both state and local law regulate the same issue, a court must first determine whether the matter is one of local, statewide, or mixed local and statewide concern. Once it does that, if it determines the matter is one of solely local concern, it upholds the local law. If, however, the court finds the matter is one of either mixed local and statewide concern or solely of statewide concern, it must determine whether state law expressly preempts local law by statute, impliedly preempts local law by occupying the entire field of regulation, or whether there is an “operational conflict” between state and local law.

The Colorado Supreme Court conducted precisely this analysis in 2016 in City of Longmont v. Colorado Oil & Gas Ass’n, a case in which the Colorado Oil and Gas Association challenged the City of Longmont’s ban on fracking operations within its borders. The court first found that fracking was a matter of mixed local and statewide concern because of the state interest in uniform oil and gas regulation and the local interest in regulating land use and zoning within municipal borders. The court then found no express or implied preemption of local fracking authority in state law but did find an operational conflict between the local ban and state law based on the extensive nature of state regulations governing the fracking process. Because the local ban prevented oil and gas operators from using fracking techniques that complied with state regulations, the local law “materially impede[d] the effectuation of the state’s interests.”

51. City of Longmont, 369 P.3d at 579; see also Briffault, supra note 5, at 2011–13 (discussing different judicial approaches to state preemption of local policy); Phillips, supra note 16, at 2233–35 (discussing courts’ analyses of implied preemption in various states using different formulations than that used in Colorado in the context of local living wage ordinances).

52. City of Longmont, 369 P.3d at 582.

53. Id. at 577.

54. Id. at 580.

55. Id. at 583–84. By contrast, Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and New Mexico have all enacted laws expressly preempting local governments from regulating oil and gas development within their borders, and courts in those states upheld the states’ preemptive actions. See Klass & Wise, supra note 12, at 75–77 (discussing cases); see also Briffault & Reynolds, supra note 9, at 471–74 (discussing cases and legal scholarship on state preemption of local hydraulic fracturing regulations).

56. City of Longmont, 369 P.3d at 585; see also City of Fort Collins v. Colo. Oil & Gas Ass’n, 369 P.3d 586 (Colo. 2016) (striking down similar ban). Notably, in 2019, the Colorado legislature enacted new legislation specifically giving local governments authority to regulate certain aspects of hydraulic fracturing but leaving open the question of whether an outright ban would survive legal challenge. Klass & Wise, supra note 12, at 76–77 (citing new legislation).
This example shows that even in home rule states, local governments remain vulnerable in their ability to regulate a wide range of environmental, economic, and social policy matters. So long as the issue in question has at least some statewide impact in addition to local impact, a state can expressly preempt local law by eliminating local authority over the matter, or a regulated entity can challenge local law if either the state regulation is sufficiently comprehensive (implied preemption) or there is an operational conflict between state and local law. As shown below in Section B, state legislatures have frequently used express preemption to eliminate local laws regulating fracking, plastic waste, use of natural gas in buildings, living wages, fair scheduling in employment, gun control, and LGBTQ discrimination, among other areas. Based on over a century of case law, as explained above, states are well within their state and federal constitutional authority to take such actions, regardless of the policy implications.

**B. Contemporary Preemption Battles**

As of October 2021, Republicans controlled thirty state legislatures (as compared to eighteen for Democrats), twenty-seven governor seats (as compared to twenty-three for Democrats), and twenty-three “trifectas”—control of both houses of the legislature as well as the governor’s seat—(as compared to fifteen for Democrats).\(^{57}\) At the same time, Democrats control most major U.S. cities, and have increasingly enacted progressive economic, social, and environmental protection measures such as minimum wage laws, fracking bans, plastic bag bans, decarbonization goals and mandates, and protection for LGBTQ residents.\(^{58}\) This growing split between conservative state
governments and progressive local governments has resulted in states more aggressively limiting local authority over these often contentious environmental, social, and economic policy issues.\textsuperscript{59} In some cases, state legislatures preempt local laws by replacing them with a uniform statewide policy on the subject—like statewide regulations governing hydraulic fracturing—while in other cases, state laws preempt local laws by completely eliminating the ability of local governments to legislate in the area in question or withholding funds from local governments that attempt to enact such policies.\textsuperscript{60}

Nestor Davidson summarized this “sea change” of state laws displacing local regulatory authority in a 2019 Yale Law Journal essay:

On civil rights, North Carolina preempted Charlotte’s authority to add LGBT antidiscrimination protection to its local ordinances, leading to turmoil that brought preemption conflicts to the national conversation. Arkansas and Tennessee have similarly preempted local antidiscrimination laws, and so-called “bathroom bills” have become a significant flashpoint in many states. Relatedly, on immigration, at least nine states now have legislation limiting so-called sanctuary cities, with a wave of new legislation still emerging.

Similar issues have arisen in other policy areas. In workplace regulation, at least twenty-five states preempt local minimum wage rules, at least nineteen states preempt local sick-leave policies, and at least twelve states preempt local regulation of other types of employee benefits. Similarly, with regard to public health, thirty-one states now preempt local regulation of tobacco products, and at least seven states preempt local regulation of e-cigarettes or alternative tobacco products; at least twelve states preempt local regulation of firearms. On local environmental protection, at least eight states preempt local regulation of oil and gas drilling and conservation efforts, at least twelve states preempt

\textsuperscript{59} See, e.g., Davidson, supra note 5, at 964 (discussing recent state preemption actions); see also Lori Riverstone-Newell, \textit{The Rise of State Preemption Laws in Response to Local Policy Innovation}, 47 J. Federalism 403, 405 (2017) (describing how recent state preemption laws differ from prior ones); \textit{Worker Rights Preemption in the U.S.}, ECON. POL’Y INST., https://www.epi.org/preemption-map/ (last updated Aug. 2019) (detailing states with preemption laws that target key worker rights); DuPuis et al., supra note 19, at 3–4 (showing state preemption of local worker rights provisions by state and stating that “we are continuing to observe aggressive moves by state legislatures statewide to usurp local authority”).

\textsuperscript{60} See Briffault, supra note 5, at 1997 (“New preemption measures frequently displace local action without replacing it with substantive state requirements. Often propelled by trade association and business lobbying, many preemptive laws are aimed not at coordinating state and local regulation but at preventing any regulation at all.”).
localities from regulating or placing fees on plastic bags, and at least forty-two states preempt local pesticide regulation.\footnote{Davidson, supra note 5, at 964–68 (footnotes omitted) (citing state legislation).}


In 2020, Arizona, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Louisiana all enacted what could be called “anticipatory preemption” laws,
prohibiting local governments from imposing similar bans on natural gas use in new construction even though no local governments in those states had imposed such bans. In enacting such laws, these states sent a message to local governments to avoid even engaging in a policy debate on the issue in question to determine whether it would be in the interests of local citizens because such a debate would be fruitless. By 2021, the total number of states enacting such prohibitions on local governments had risen to nineteen.

These recent actions by state legislatures to limit the power of local governments to enact economic, environmental, and social policies have led commentators to highlight the significant racial equity concerns associated with these actions, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is because broad scale preemption generally serves to shift regulatory power from local governments representing minority communities to state governments more responsive to the desires and politics of white citizens.

While state preemption of local ordinances regulating environmental, public health, economic, and social issues is certainly


67. See Phillips, supra note 16, at 2244–45 (discussing similar “anticipatory” preemption laws in Ohio and Arizona, which both enacted laws prohibiting local governments from enacting worker rights policies (a living wage in Ohio and fair scheduling in Arizona) before a single city in either state had enacted such a law); see also Briffault, supra note 5, at 2009–11 (discussing potential First Amendment implications when states act to stifle local government debate or voting).


69. See supra notes 16–18, 27, and accompanying text (discussing racial equity concerns associated with recent state preemption efforts, including with regard to COVID-19). For example, a proposed bill in Texas in 2021, S. 14, would eliminate local governments’ ability to mandate paid sick leave. S. 14, 87th Leg., 2d Called Sess. (Tex. 2021). In addition, the bill would prohibit local governments from requiring construction workers be given periodic water breaks. Id.; Ariel Wittenberg, People Can Die: Texas Bill Would Strip Worker Water Breaks, E&E NEWS (Aug. 17, 2021), https://www.eenews.net/articles/people-can-die-texas-bill-would-strip-worker-water-breaks [https://perma.cc/U9JR-6768]. The bill is viewed as a Republican-led attempt to retaliate against progressive cities like Austin and Dallas, which enacted ordinances to protect workers during the pandemic. Wittenberg, supra.

70. See supra notes 16–18, 27, and accompanying text (discussing political implications of state preemption of local government authority for racial minorities).
not a new phenomenon, state laws preempting local policy initiatives have become increasingly combative and punitive in recent years.\textsuperscript{71} For instance, in the area of gun regulation, several states have enacted laws that impose significant fines, civil and criminal liability, and removal from office for local officials who enact or enforce gun control measures inconsistent with state laws preempts such local regulations.\textsuperscript{72} Laws in Kentucky and Florida also include private rights of action for damages by individuals and organizations against local officials for violating the letter or "spirit" of the state gun preemption law.\textsuperscript{73} More broadly, in 2016, Arizona enacted SB 1487, which eliminated state aid to local governments with preempted laws on their books.\textsuperscript{74} Under SB 1487, a state legislator may request that the attorney general investigate and report on claims that local governments have violated the law.\textsuperscript{75} If the attorney general finds that a local law "may" be preempted, the attorney general must bring an immediate action in the state supreme court and, in order to respond to the action, the local government in question must post a bond "equal to the amount of shared revenue" it received over the past six months.\textsuperscript{76} The state treasurer shall withhold local government funds until the violation is resolved.\textsuperscript{77} The law has resulted in multiple investigations of local government laws, including ones related to gun control, plastic bag bans, and truck regulations.\textsuperscript{78}

Finally, legislatures in Oklahoma, Texas, and Florida have considered what Richard Briffault terms "nuclear preemption"—eliminating entirely the ability of local governments to exercise legislative power in any area where state law exists rather than selectively preempting that authority in particular subject areas such as gun control, hydraulic fracturing, or setting a minimum wage.\textsuperscript{79}

\textsuperscript{71} See, e.g., Briffault, supra note 5, at 1997 (describing the "new preemption" as "sweeping state laws that clearly, intentionally, extensively, and at times punitively bar local efforts to address a host of problems").

\textsuperscript{72} Id. at 2002–07; Phillips, supra note 16, at 2247–51.


\textsuperscript{75} Id. § 41-194.01(A).

\textsuperscript{76} Id. § 41-194.01(B)(2).\textsuperscript{77} Id.


\textsuperscript{78} See Briffault, supra note 5, at 2007–08; see also Erin Adele Scharff, Hyper Preemption: A Reordering of the State-Local Relationship, 106 GEO. L.J. 1469, 1502–04 (2018) (discussing same phenomenon as "blanket preemption").
While no state has yet enacted such a law, corporations and other interest groups will undoubtedly continue to push for elimination of local government power over land use, business practices, and worker rights. With the continued deep political divide between cities and states, such laws may find a growing receptive audience in state legislatures.

**C. A Way Out? Local Governments as “Proprietors”**

State and local government scholars generally articulate three distinct roles for local governments in the U.S. constitutional framework. The first treats local governments solely as instrumentalities of the state—the state can grant local governments power but can also eliminate that power if it chooses. This approach is reflected in both Dillon’s Rule and *Hunter v. City of Pittsburgh*, discussed in Part I.A. The second approach considers local governments as autonomous actors based on their history and practice as self-governing entities. This approach embraces a greater commitment to localism and is reflected in court decisions upholding local voting rights or otherwise upholding local action in the face of state opposition. The third approach, discussed in this Section, is where the local government acts in a “proprietary” capacity like a private corporation. In this role, “[l]ocal constituents are seen more as consumers or investors than as members of a democratic community, and local services are treated as relatively private—providing distinct benefits to particular local taxpayer constituents—rather than broadly public.” Although local governments can act in a proprietary capacity in a number of situations, including business improvement districts, water districts, and sanitation districts, they can also do so when acting as a municipal electric utility.

---

80. See, e.g., *Brieffault & Reynolds*, *supra* note 9, at 73–75.
81. *207 U.S. 161, 179 (1907)*.
82. *Brieffault & Reynolds*, *supra* note 9, at 73–75; see also Hannah J. Wiseman, *Rethinking Municipal Corporate Rights*, 61 B.C. L. Rev. 591, 598 (2020) (contending that “municipalities’ important status as corporations that provide essential public services—particularly to people who otherwise would struggle to obtain those services—and project their citizens’ views on an increasingly national and international platform needs explicit recognition,” and that this “status should factor prominently in the balancing tests that courts often deploy when deciding intrastate preemption questions”).
83. *Brieffault & Reynolds*, *supra* note 9, at 74.
84. See generally Hugh D. Spitzer, *Realigning the Governmental/Proprietary Distinction in Municipal Law*, 40 Seattle U. L. Rev. 173 (2016) (discussing seven areas of law where proprietary powers have been distinguished from governmental powers and arguing for a reassessment of this distinction). The provision of broadband internet service, an exercise of local government proprietary powers, has emerged in recent years as another flashpoint in state and local
Since as early as *Hunter v. City of Pittsburgh* in 1907, courts have treated local governments quite differently when acting in their proprietary capacity than when acting in their regulatory capacity. In *Hunter*, the Court qualified its declaration of local government subservience to the state by noting that “in describing the absolute power of the state over the property of municipal corporations, we have not extended it beyond the property held and used for governmental purposes.” Instead, according to the Court, when local governments act in their private capacity, “the legislature is not omnipotent.”

Courts have overwhelmingly embraced this deference to local governments acting in their proprietary capacity as municipal electric utilities. For instance, in *City of Tacoma v. Taxpayers of Tacoma*, the Washington Supreme Court in 1987 upheld the ability of the Tacoma municipal utility to pay for the installation of energy conservation devices in homes when residents challenged such payments as an unconstitutional gift of public funds. In affirming the city’s power to invest in the conservation program, it first cited Dillon’s Rule, and found that the city had discretion in how it carried out its operations as a municipal utility because the state had expressly granted cities the power to form and operate municipal utilities. It then discussed the importance of the regulatory/proprietary distinction with regard to local power:

Like other state supreme courts, we have historically taken different approaches to construing municipal powers according to whether the power exercised is governmental or proprietary in nature. When a governmental function is involved, less opportunity exists for invoking the doctrines of liberal construction and of implied powers. But when the Legislature authorizes a municipality to engage in a business, “[it] may exercise its business powers very much in the same way as a private individual . . . .” Actions taken pursuant to [the municipal utility statute] serve a business, proprietary function, rather than a governmental function.

---


86. *Id.; see also* Gerald E. Frug, *The City as a Legal Concept*, 93 HARY. L. REV. 1057, 1111 (1980) (noting fifty years of court decisions distinguishing “the city’s governmental functions, which were subject to absolute state power, from its proprietary functions, which received the constitutional protection afforded to rights of private property”).

87. 743 P.2d 793 (Wash. 1987).

88. *Id.* at 794.

89. *Id.* at 799–800.

90. *Id.* at 800–01 (citations omitted).
Thus, when it comes to municipal utilities, even a state that applies Dillon’s Rule does not impose a strict rule of construction on local government authority when the local government is acting in its role as a municipal utility.

Finally, courts have held that municipal utilities have even more power than private companies when acting in their proprietary capacity—most notably the power to avoid state regulation of their prices, services, and actions. For instance, in 1921, in *Springfield Gas & Electric Co. v. City of Springfield*, a private electric utility sought to prevent the City of Springfield—a municipal utility in Illinois—from selling electricity to private consumers without first filing and posting rate schedules with the state public utility commission, as was required for all private electric utilities in the state. The state statute in question subjected private utilities to extensive state public utility commission regulation of rates, charges, and services but expressly exempted municipal utilities from those regulations.

In rejecting the company’s argument that the distinction between private utilities and municipal utilities with regard to state regulation violated the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, Justice Holmes explained why such a distinction was justified. He stated that:

> The private corporation[,] whatever its public duties[,] is organized for private ends and may be presumed to intend to make whatever profit the business will allow. The municipal corporation is allowed to go into the business only on the theory that thereby the public welfare will be subserved. So far as gain is an object it is a gain to a public body and must be used for public ends. Those who manage the work cannot lawfully make private profit their aim, as the plaintiff's directors not only may but must.

Accordingly, *Hunter* stands for the proposition that local governments possess enhanced power and autonomy when acting in a proprietary capacity and *Springfield Gas & Electric Co.* holds that when they do so, they are acting in the public interest, providing a separate justification for their freedom from state control.

**D. State Laws and Constitutions Governing Municipalization**

Today, every state except Hawaii explicitly authorizes the creation of a municipal electric utility. The vast majority provide the

---

91. 257 U.S. 66 (1921).
92. *Id.* at 68–69.
93. *Id.*
94. *Id.* at 70.
authority to do so by statute,95 while six states grant such authority in their state constitutions.96 A few home rule states devolve this authority to the local level and allow creation of a municipal utility only when the municipality’s charter itself reflects the right to do so.97 The ability to operate a utility outside the territorial limits of the municipality, if authorized at all, is usually more circumscribed.98

While there is state-to-state variation in the precise steps required to establish a municipal electric utility, most contemporary municipalization efforts follow a similar pattern. Interest in municipalization normally arises as the expiration of the municipality’s franchise agreement with its investor-owned utility approaches.99 As discussed in Part II.B, the basic form of the franchise agreement grants an investor-owned utility the exclusive right to operate in the community and to use the city’s rights-of-way in exchange for a franchise fee.100 Modern franchise agreements often include other concessions from the investor-owned utility, for example, regarding postconstruction cleanup or locating electric infrastructure underground.101


96. Id. (citing constitutions of California, Colorado, Florida, Michigan, Ohio, and South Carolina).

97. Id. (citing statutes from Delaware, Maryland, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Texas).

98. Several states allow municipal utilities to furnish service outside their corporate boundaries with conditions. Briggerman et al., supra note 95 (citing statutes from California, Colorado, Indiana, Kansas, Montana, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, and Wyoming).


100. AM. PUB. POWER ASS’N, Public Power for Your Community, supra note 30, at 14. In practice, the investor-owned utility routinely passes on to consumers the costs of the franchise fee instead of bearing them as legitimate business expenses. Id.

101. But see Paul Hughes, Renegotiating a Municipal Franchise During Electricity Restructuring and Deregulation, AM. PUB. POWER ASS’N (July 2002), http://www.informedcynic.com/SEC/buyout-docs/Renegotiating%20a%20Franchise.pdf [https://perma.cc/S9LN-HM7T] (stating most municipalities do not maximize the regulatory potential of the franchise agreement and proposing several strategic negotiation goals).
With terms of ten, twenty, or even up to fifty years,\(^{102}\) the expiration of the franchise agreement is a significant opportunity for a municipality to reassess its relationship with its investor-owned utility. Whether or not a city ultimately elects to municipalize, the threatened loss of franchise rights gives it leverage to request a host of beneficial stipulations: to achieve cost savings, to improve reliability, to invest in the community, or to incorporate substantive policy goals.\(^{103}\) A favorable new agreement is often sufficient to dissuade most communities from pursuing municipalization.\(^{104}\)

For communities that are not satisfied with the potential terms the investor-owned utility has offered in the new franchise agreement, the local government will generally commission an outside firm to conduct a feasibility study to assess the costs and benefits of leaving the investor-owned utility and establishing a municipal electric utility.\(^{105}\) Feasibility studies consider both the economic viability of the project as

---


103. See Cook et al., *supra* note 99, at 2 (discussing potential to achieve renewable energy objectives through commitments in franchise agreements).


well as the likelihood that creating a municipal utility will achieve the local government’s specific objectives. If the feasibility study determines municipalization is possible, practical, and desirable, the city holds a referendum to proceed with municipalization. Once these initial hurdles are cleared, the negotiations then begin with the incumbent investor-owned utility to purchase the existing assets and distribution infrastructure serving the locale. Local governments usually face fierce resistance in these negotiations; consequently, many states authorize the exercise of eminent domain authority to acquire the necessary distribution facilities from the incumbent investor-owned utility. In some cases, an independent state agency may play a role in approving the final price paid by the municipality, particularly if it is difficult to separate investor-owned utility assets used to serve the local government from assets used to serve other nearby communities. All told, municipalization usually involves several years of sustained community effort; depending on the

106. See infra Part II.B for a discussion of common goals and policies.

107. Statutory requirements delineate the subject of the referendum. It may concern the general prospect of proceeding with municipalization, or it may more specifically authorize the purchase or condemnation of investor-owned utility infrastructure. See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 9-514 (2021) (election for “authority to engage in utility business”); N.Y. GEN. MUN. LAW § 360(6) (McKinney 2021) (referendum for construction of new facilities or acquisition of investor-owned utility facilities); VA. CODE ANN. § 15.2-2109(B) (2021) (referendum for acquiring investor-owned utility facilities); Wis. Stat. § 197.01(1) (2021) (voter approval for purchasing investor-owned utility facilities).

108. Although a municipality technically may bypass the incumbent altogether and build its own facilities, the inefficiencies created by duplicating distribution infrastructure make this method of municipalization rare in practice. See Suedeen Kelly, Municipalization of Electricity: The Allure of Lower Rates for Bright Lights in Big Cities, 37 Nat. Res. J. 43, 44 (1997) (discussing options for municipal ownership and control of distribution facilities). “Muni-lite” briefly presented a third pathway to municipalization boldly attempted by several cities in the 1990s. Id. at 44–45. “Muni-lite” consisted of a municipality merely installing its own meter at the end of the incumbent’s distribution line in each house and business. Id. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) soundly rejected this approach as insufficient ownership or control of distribution facilities; i.e., “muni-lite” constituted a “sham” attempt to create a municipal utility. See Michael J. Doane & Daniel F. Spulber, Municipalization: Opportunism and Bypass in Electric Power, 18 Energy L.J. 333, 338–41 (1997).

109. See infra Part II.B.

110. See Briggerman et al., supra note 95 (citing eminent domain authority in Alabama, Alaska, California, Colorado, and Florida, among others).

111. S.F. Water Power Sewer, supra note 105, at 45, see, e.g., Kan. Stat. Ann. § 12-811 (2021) (requiring a court-appointed commission to appraise facilities and subsequent approval by the court); Minn. Stat. § 216B.45 (2021) (state agency determines compensation for facilities when municipality and investor-owned utility cannot agree on a price); see also Application of the City of Boulder, Colorado for Approval of the Proposed Transfer of Assets From Public Service Company of Colorado to the City, Proceeding No. 15A-0589E, Decision No. C17-0750, Colo. Pub. Utils. Comm’n (Sept. 14, 2017), at ¶¶ 97, 149 (discussing need for state agency to provide oversight on separation and valuation because the “highly integrated” nature of Boulder’s grid system meant Xcel would need to use “significant facilities” within the city post-separation to serve nearby communities); infra Part II.B (discussing Boulder’s municipalization effort).
onerousness of the procedural requirements and the litigiousness of the incumbent, it can take upwards of a decade. 112

Once formed, municipal utilities are significantly freer from state and federal regulation of rates, charges, and services than investor-owned utilities. 113 As discussed in Part II.A., the Federal Power Act explicitly exempts municipal and other governmental utilities from Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) regulation and most states similarly exclude municipal utilities from state regulation. 114 Instead, municipal utility retail rates and charges are determined by the utility leadership itself, which usually takes the form of either a democratically elected city council or a commission appointed by local elected officials. 115 This exemption from state regulatory oversight relieves municipal utilities of a substantial regulatory burden. State regulation of investor-owned utilities extends far beyond rate-setting to encompass approval of, for example, the

---


113. Under the Federal Power Act, FERC regulates wholesale electricity sales in interstate commerce and interstate transmission, while state commissions have jurisdiction over retail electric sales. See Federal Power Act § 201, 16 U.S.C. § 824; infra Part II.A.

114. See infra Part II.A. Only six states authorize full rate regulation of municipal utilities by the state’s public utility commission—Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Wisconsin. Authority of State Commissions to Regulate Rates of Public Power Utilities, AM. PUB. POWER ASS’N (June 2014), https://www.publicpower.org/system/files/documents/Rate%20Regulation%20of%20PP%20chart%20412.pdf [https://perma.cc/WS66-HDDA]. Additionally, public utility commission rate oversight exists in several states where a municipal utility operates outside its territorial limits or under other specific circumstances. Id.

utility’s power supply,\textsuperscript{116} energy efficiency and conservation measures,\textsuperscript{117} and even the ability to disconnect delinquent customers.\textsuperscript{118} To the extent municipal utilities are not beholden to a state regulator for permission to undertake similar measures, they have greater flexibility to experiment with and implement innovative policies.\textsuperscript{119}

\textbf{E. Municipal Utilities in the Courts}

Local government authority is almost impervious to outside attack once a municipal utility is formed. In its unique proprietary role, municipal utilities can expand their territory,\textsuperscript{120} condemn property,\textsuperscript{121} compete with other electricity providers,\textsuperscript{122} and delegate their authority,\textsuperscript{123} among other actions. Litigation between municipal

\begin{itemize}


\item[]\textsuperscript{120} See infra notes 129–137 and accompanying text (discussing Tri-County Elec. Ass’n, Inc. v. City of Gillette, 584 P.2d 995 (Wyo. 1978)).


\item[]\textsuperscript{122} See infra note 137 (discussing Poudre Valley Rural Elec. Ass’n v. City of Loveland, 807 P.2d 547 (Colo. 1991)).

\item[]\textsuperscript{123} See infra notes 139–142 and accompanying text (discussing Frank v. City of Cody, 572 P.2d 1106 (Wyo. 1977)).
\end{itemize}
utilities and other power providers illustrates the wide range of autonomous actions municipal utilities may take without state interference.

The right to create a municipal utility itself underscores the independence of local governments in this area from the outset. For instance, in 1982, Vermont’s Public Service Board (“PSB”) denied the Town of Springfield’s petition to condemn the property of its incumbent electricity provider, submitted after the duly required referendum, based on the PSB’s authority to alter and establish utility service territories. The PSB reasoned this authority allowed it to determine whether Springfield’s electric utility would be “consistent with the general good of Vermont.” In *Petition of the Town of Springfield*, the Vermont Supreme Court reversed, holding that where a municipality complied with the statutory notice and referendum requirements, the PSB’s jurisdiction did not extend to “the unfettered right accorded [to] municipalities” to establish an electric utility. The court emphasized the “determination of the town voters to establish such a utility [is not subject] to any board overview whatsoever.” Furthermore, the PSB had no role in reviewing Springfield’s condemnation of incumbent property lying within the town borders.

The boundaries of a municipality are not static, of course, and a municipal electric utility has the right to expand along with the population it serves. A case from Wyoming, *Tri-County Electric Ass’n, Inc. v. City of Gillette*, illustrates the perils for any electricity provider operating adjacent to a municipal utility. The City of Gillette and Tri-County—a rural electric cooperative serving the surrounding area—entered into an agreement in 1960 defining their respective territories. The Wyoming Public Service Commission (“PSC”) approved the contract at the time, but a year later the Wyoming legislature removed from PSC jurisdiction any authority over municipal utility operations within their corporate limits. Gillette subsequently underwent “phenomenal growth” and embarked on a series of territorial annexations to accommodate its new population. During these annexations, the city issued an ordinance requiring a franchise agreement prior to any construction of new electrical facilities or service

125. *Id.* at 376.
126. *Id.* at 378.
127. *Id.*
128. *Id.* at 380.
129. 584 P.2d 995 (Wyo. 1978).
130. *Id.* at 998.
131. *Id.*
to new customers. In 1970, Tri-County requested permission to build a transmission line to serve territory allocated to it in the 1960 agreement; failing to obtain Gillette’s consent, Tri-County nonetheless proceeded with construction and service.

In resolving Tri-County’s assertion of a right to serve the area in question, the Wyoming Supreme Court found that any territorial rights from the 1960 agreement only arose through the approval of the PSC. Since the PSC had no jurisdiction over municipal electric utility operations within the bounds of the municipality after 1961, any exclusive territorial right held by Tri-County was extinguished with Gillette’s lawful expansion into the disputed area. The court observed that it was the nature of cities to expand and, thus, “anyone claiming electric utility rights pertaining only to rural territory entering areas contiguous to a city does so with notice that the municipality will very likely expand and is subject to that event.” Accordingly, in states where municipal utilities have an absolute right to operate within municipal boundaries, they also hold a virtually absolute right to accrue new territory and new customers. In taking these actions, the municipal utility’s decisions are generally “immune” from state regulation.

Due to their “proprietary” nature, municipal utilities also have the right to delegate authority in ways that would be illegal if the municipal government was acting in a regulatory capacity. In Frank v. City of Cody, the mayor of Cody, Wyoming, attempted to block the city’s participation in the formation and financing of a joint power agency with the municipal utilities of nearby small towns for the construction

---

132. Id. at 999.
133. Id.
134. Id. at 1004 (“The contract created no territorial rights; whatever territorial rights came into being were created by the Certificate of Convenience and Necessity issued by the P.S.C.”).
135. Id. at 1005: The legislature has bestowed power on a city or town to operate an electric utility within its corporate limits, as expanded from time to time. The P.S.C. has had taken from it any power to function within the boundaries of a city in carrying out its assignment of utility regulation in granting territorial rights for utility service.
136. Id. at 1006.
137. Id.; see also Poudre Valley Rural Elec. Ass’n v. City of Loveland, 807 P.2d 547, 551–53, 556–58 (Colo. 1991) (municipal utility has power to selectively choose which areas of adjacent territory to annex and which facilities to condemn despite protests of neighboring, competing rural electric cooperative).
138. See, e.g., City of Colo. Springs v. Mountain View Elec. Ass’n, 925 P.2d 1378, 1383 (Colo. Ct. App. 1995) (“[T]he City is immune from [state] regulation of its ownership or operation of an electric utility.”); see also id. at 1382 (“The rationale for this rule is that, inasmuch as persons dissatisfied with the utility’s service may use the municipal elections to express their discontent, there is no one who requires protection by the [state regulators] when the utility is owned by a municipality.”).
of new power plants. The Mayor protested the venture as an unconstitutional delegation of municipal authority—first, because the agency would control Cody’s electric supply and, second, because a private company would manage the construction and operation of the new facilities.

In 1977, the Wyoming Supreme Court rejected both contentions, observing that only delegations of municipal functions were unconstitutional; the “business of selling electricity to its inhabitants” is a proprietary function. The involvement of a private company made no difference: “[a]s long as the municipality and its representatives retain their powers of judgment, discretion and management, there is no objection to an alliance with private enterprise, with the latter performing ministerial and executive functions requiring special skills.”

These cases show the durable and expansive scope of local power when the local government is acting in its proprietary capacity as a municipal utility. In some states, this is due to the constitutional nature of local government authority. In others, it may be attributable to the bipartisan nature of municipal electric utilities—existing for over a century in both conservative and progressive, as well as urban and rural, communities. This durability lays the groundwork for local governments today to use either their existing status as a municipal utility—or simply the power to municipalize when negotiating with the investor-owned utility currently serving the city—to achieve a variety of economic, social, and environmental protection goals. These current efforts are discussed in Part II, which describes in more detail precisely how local governments have used this enhanced power to create and operate municipal electric utilities in the interests of their citizens to promote a wide range of policy goals. As shown below, these policy goals have shifted over time in response to developments in economics, technology, climate science, public opinion, and social and racial equity.

II. LOCAL POWER II: LOCAL AUTHORITY OVER POWER SYSTEMS

Today there are over two thousand large and small municipal utilities throughout the country, including Los Angeles, California; Austin, Texas; Cleveland, Ohio; and many others. Part II begins with a brief discussion of the electricity sector before detailing historic and
contemporary municipalization efforts. It explores the history of local actions to take control of the delivery of electricity to citizens and the range of economic, environmental, and political rationales underlying local power campaigns. This Part also illustrates how the goals of municipalization have evolved over time to include environmental protection, climate change, energy democracy, and racial and economic equity.

A. Electricity 101

In the United States, public and private “electric utilities” sell electric energy from over ten thousand large fossil fuel, nuclear, and renewable energy power plants (primarily wind and solar) to other electric utilities (wholesale sales) and end-use residential, commercial, and industrial customers (retail sales), through a vast network of long-distance electric transmission and distribution lines. These large-scale power plants are in addition to the growing number of smaller scale “distributed energy resources” such as rooftop solar panels, community solar gardens, small-scale geothermal plants, and the like that also provide electric energy resources to a growing number of power providers and consumers. Although the share of total electricity derived from fossil fuels has decreased significantly in the last decade, it remains a substantial share of total U.S. electricity generation. In 2020, fossil fuel plants—powered almost exclusively by coal and natural gas—constituted approximately 60% of total U.S. electricity generation; nuclear made up just under 20%; renewable wind energy, hydropower, and solar energy were 8%, 7%, and 2%,


respectively, and the remainder—mainly biomass and geothermal energy—were just under 2%. 147

There are three different types of electric utilities that provide power to end-use customers: (1) private investor-owned utilities, (2) rural electric cooperatives, and (3) municipal utilities and other government-owned “public power” providers. 148 Investor-owned utilities—are also known as a “publicly-regulated utilities” or “public utilities”—are for-profit, private companies subject to long-standing and extensive regulation by FERC and state public utility commissions to ensure their rates (i.e., prices) for energy, transmission, and other services are “just and reasonable” and nondiscriminatory. 149 Approximately 180 investor-owned utilities provide electricity to over 67% of U.S. residential, commercial, and industrial end-use customers. 150 Over eight hundred rural electric cooperatives—member-owned, nonprofit entities exempt from most federal and state regulation of prices and services 151—sell power to 13% of U.S. end-use electricity customers in rural and, increasingly, suburban areas. 152 Municipal utilities and other public power providers, which number over two thousand, constitute approximately 14% of total electricity sales to U.S. end-use customers. 153 Like rural electric cooperatives, municipal utilities are exempt from FERC regulation under the Federal Power Act and are subject to minimal, if any, regulation by state public utility commissions as a matter of state law. 154 These public power providers


151. CHAN ET AL., supra note 145, at 10.


154. CHAN ET AL., supra note 145, at 10.
are both large and small, ranging from the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power serving over one million customers to thousands of small and medium size cities and towns across the country.\(^\text{155}\)

FERC regulates wholesale sales of electricity in interstate commerce and the transmission of electricity in interstate commerce under the Federal Power Act to ensure that such sales are "just and reasonable" and nondiscriminatory.\(^\text{156}\) Importantly, the Federal Power Act only regulates public utilities and exempts from the definition of "public utility" all municipal utilities and virtually all rural electric cooperatives.\(^\text{157}\) Thus, the bulk of FERC regulation under the Federal Power Act is directed to the actions of investor-owned utilities. As noted above, states—which retain jurisdiction over retail and intrastate electricity sales and transmission—either do not regulate or only lightly regulate municipal utilities and rural electric cooperatives.\(^\text{158}\)

As recently as the 1990s, investor-owned utilities owned the bulk of the nation’s power plants and were “vertically integrated”—owning power plants and transmission and distribution assets, and selling power at retail to end-use customers in state-authorized monopoly territories at prices set by state public utility commissions using cost-of-service ratemaking.\(^\text{159}\) Beginning in the 1990s, however, first FERC and, later, state legislatures began to lay the groundwork for competition in wholesale and retail electricity markets.\(^\text{160}\) This was prompted both by market-based developments in other fields, such as natural gas and telecommunications, as well as Congress’s enactment of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, which gave FERC additional authority to order utilities to grant transmission access to other power generators.\(^\text{161}\)

In 1996, FERC enacted its landmark Order 888, which required all transmission owners to provide “open access” transmission of energy

\(^{155}\) AM. PUB. POWER ASS’N, Public Power for Your Community, supra note 30, at 7, 16–17.

\(^{156}\) See 16 U.S.C. § 824(b)(1); KLASS & WISEMAN, supra note 12, at 198–207 (discussing federal regulation of investor-owned utilities); FERC does not regulate wholesale electricity sales of the transmission of electricity in Texas, Alaska, or Hawaii because those states do not transmit electricity in interstate commerce. Id. at 219–20; New York v. FERC, 535 U.S. 1, 7 (2002).


\(^{158}\) See supra Part I.D.

\(^{159}\) See KLASS & WISEMAN, supra note 12, at 203–07.

\(^{160}\) Id. at 204–07.

on a nondiscriminatory basis pursuant to a “transmission tariff” to any electric generators that wished to use the line to sell power at wholesale or retail on a space available basis.\textsuperscript{162} Order 888, by providing enhanced access to transmission services, allowed smaller power providers—including municipal utilities without their own electric generating plants—to purchase wholesale power more easily from a range of power generators. This made these municipal utilities and other small power providers far less dependent on investor-owned utilities which, for decades, had used their monopoly power over the transmission grid to block such electricity sales.\textsuperscript{163} Today, independent power providers, electric utilities, and other types of electricity generators and transmission owners buy and sell a range of energy, transmission, and ancillary services in wholesale markets that exist in approximately half the country, called Regional Transmission Organizations (“RTOs”) or Independent Service Operators (“ISOs”) with FERC oversight.\textsuperscript{164}

At the state level, the majority of states are “traditionally regulated,” which means state law continues to allow all types of electric utilities to remain vertically integrated and operate within monopoly territories.\textsuperscript{165} Since the late 1990s, however, seventeen states (Texas, most northeast states, and a few midwestern states) have “restructured” their electricity markets to at least some extent so that investor-owned utilities operating in the state are no longer vertically integrated and retail customers have a choice among electricity providers.\textsuperscript{166} New laws in these states required investor-owned utilities to sell off most or all of their power plant assets and purchase the energy they provide to retail customers from independent power producers and


\textsuperscript{163} See New York, 535 U.S. at 8–10 (discussing FERC justification for Order 888). Prior to Order 888, investor-owned utilities, which owned the bulk of the nation’s electric transmission infrastructure, could—and regularly did—use their monopoly power over the transmission grid to block sales from energy generators to smaller electric utilities, forcing those utilities to purchase both energy and transmission services from the investor-owned utility. See infra Part II.B (discussing investor-owned utility exercise of monopoly power); see also KLASS & WISEMAN, supra note 12, at 203–05.


\textsuperscript{165} Lazar, supra note 148, at 13–14, 17–18.

\textsuperscript{166} Id. at 18–19.
other power generators in RTO/ISO markets. Investor-owned utilities in those states generally still own the transmission and distribution assets they use to transmit power to end-use customers, but customers in many states can now choose alternative retail energy providers. Even in restructured states, however, rural electric cooperatives and municipal utilities continue to serve monopoly territories and thus are exempt from state laws providing retail choice for customers of other electric utilities.

B. Municipalization Eras

Municipal utilities are as old as the electricity industry itself—Wabash, Indiana, established the first such utility in 1880. In the early days of electrification, private utility companies as well as local municipal utilities often competed for customers within the same area. At that time, state law nationwide generally required local approval for private utilities to operate in a community through a “franchise agreement.” Today, such franchise agreements continue to serve as the contractual agreement between a local government and a private utility for the delivery of electricity to the local government’s citizens. The basic form of the franchise agreement grants an investor-owned utility the right to operate in the community and to use the city’s rights-of-way in exchange for a franchise fee. Franchise agreements are long-term contracts with durations of ten, twenty, or even up to fifty years.

169. See, e.g., Quilici et al., supra note 168, at 1 (“Municipal (‘Munis’) and Cooperative (‘Coops’) utilities are typically exempted from retail restructuring.”).
171. Welton, supra note 34, at 286.
173. AM. PUB. POWER ASS’N, Public Power for Your Community, supra note 30, at 14. In practice, the investor-owned utility routinely passes on to consumers the costs of the franchise fee instead of bearing them as legitimate business expense. Id.
174. See supra note 102 and accompanying text (discussing duration of franchise agreements).
1. Early Development of Municipal Utilities and Investor-Owned Utilities

The first franchise agreements were nonexclusive, and it was common for multiple private electric utilities to compete for the opportunity to serve customers in a single locale. As competition failed to stabilize prices, and as the “natural monopoly” tendencies of the electricity industry became apparent, investor-owned utilities increasingly sought to be the sole electricity provider in their area.

Eager to capture growing urban populations, investor-owned utilities regularly bribed local officials to sign exclusive franchise agreements that favored their corporate interests which, unsurprisingly, led to insufficient protection for consumers with regard to both price and service.

The earliest municipalization campaigns to sever ties with existing investor-owned utilities responded to community frustration with these predatory contracts. Proponents of municipalization hoped to “lower electricity rates and raise living standards, end bribery of city officials, and increase public participation in local
Alternatively, smaller communities spurned by investor-owned utilities from the outset for lack of profit potential had no choice but to create their own electric utilities. By 1907, municipal utilities supplied 30% of electricity in the United States and popular enthusiasm for public power showed little sign of slowing down. Large urban centers embraced municipalization early in the twentieth century—Cleveland in 1906, Los Angeles in 1909, and Seattle in 1910, all of which remain municipal utilities today.

As municipalization threatened private utilities’ bottom lines, industry leaders began to strategize as early as 1904 about how to cement private ownership as the prevailing utility model. Samuel Insull, founder of Commonwealth Edison, convinced his peers to pursue state regulation on grounds that if “efficient,” it could secure “fair treatment” for the public, placate municipalization advocates, and ensure the long-term dominance of investor-owned utilities. In exchange for submitting to state regulatory oversight of electricity rates and charges, an investor-owned utility would be guaranteed an exclusive franchise in its territory as well as the certainty needed to attract financing for the capital-intensive infrastructure development required to provide electricity to the public.

Aiding these efforts to persuade the public—and state legislatures—of the benefits of the new regulatory scheme was evidence that municipal ownership had failed to prevent “widespread corruption” in local government. Criticism of public ownership as an anti-
American, socialist menace to free enterprise also contributed to shifting popular sentiment.191

From these successful lobbying efforts were born state public utility commissions, premised on the idea that an independent scientific commission could best balance ratepayer and shareholder interests.192 The first commissions were created in Wisconsin and New York in 1907, and by 1930 every state except Delaware had one.193 The establishment of public utility commissions did not immediately stem the tide of municipalization, and publicly owned electric utilities reached a peak of almost 3,100 in 1923.194

Though state public utility commissions helped moderate prices, they could not prevent the period of rampant consolidation of investor-owned utilities that followed their creation. In the absence of federal regulation to restrain the mergers of private utility holding companies, by the mid-1930s less than two dozen private companies controlled the bulk of the nation’s electricity sector.195 Public systems were purchased by and absorbed into these now massive corporations as they realized economies of scale.196 In 1932, while essentially acknowledging the ubiquity of investor-owned utilities, presidential candidate Franklin Delano Roosevelt touted municipalization as an important counterweight and bargaining chip for local governments:

[T]he very fact that a community can, by vote of the electorate, create a yardstick of its own, will, in most cases, guarantee good service and low rates to its population. I might call the right of the people to own and operate their own utility something like this: a “birch rod” in the cupboard to be taken out and used only when the “child” gets beyond the point where a mere scolding does no good.197

191. Saxer, supra note 176, at 61–62; see also Richard Rudolph & Scott Ridley, Power Struggle 32 (1986) (detailing the prolonged fights over whether local governments or private companies would “control electricity” with the stakes including “the control not only of markets and geographic territories, but the expansion of political and economic influence, and ultimately the future of an industry to be worth hundreds of billions of dollars”).

192. Boyd, supra note 149, at 1641.

193. Id. at 1640.

194. Richardson & Kelly, supra note 187, at 55.

195. Garrick B. Pursley & Hannah J. Wiseman, Local Energy, 60 Emory L.J. 877, 906 (2011). Samuel Insull typified the voracious appetite of private companies in this period; in 1930, the utilities he controlled produced one-tenth of America’s electricity. Richardson & Kelly, supra note 187, at 55. The Insull “monstrosity,” so-called by then-presidential candidate Franklin Delano Roosevelt, collapsed in a series of corporate investment scandals directly tied to the byzantine structuring of his holding companies. Id.; see also John F. Wasik, The Merchant of Power: Sam Insull, Thomas Edison, and the Creation of the Modern Metropolis 143–207 (2006).

196. Welton, supra note 34, at 289; see also Outka, supra note 36, at 114 (noting a “dramatic consolidation effect”).

By the time Congress enacted New Deal legislation in the 1930s to address the monopolistic expansion of utility holding companies, municipalization had lost its momentum. One significant exception to that trend was Nebraska, which used the leverage created by the new federal legislation to support municipal and other public power utilities’ buyout of all the investor-owned utilities in the state. Nebraska remains the only state where all residential, commercial, and industrial customers are served by public power utilities and rural electric cooperatives.

2. Investor-Owned Utilities on Offense

From the 1930s until the 1990s, public power then entered a period of stasis with relatively few communities pursuing municipalization. When local governments did attempt to municipalize in this period, they faced protracted obstruction from investor-owned utilities loathe to relinquish territory. Sacramento’s struggle to establish its own utility and the well-known tale of subterfuge by Otter Tail Power Company in Minnesota exemplify the tactics employed by investor-owned utilities to stymie municipalization campaigns.

Sacramento citizens voted overwhelmingly to establish a public power system in 1923, although it took the city more than two decades to break away from Pacific Gas & Electric (“PG&E”) and establish the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (“SMUD”). Frustration with PG&E’s failure to follow through on a promised hydroelectric project motivated the effort. Once local advocates mustered enough support to purchase PG&E’s assets, PG&E launched a suite of legal attacks against the city. It appealed the

199. Welton, supra note 34, at 288.
202. The number of municipal electric systems has hovered around two thousand since the 1950s. Welton, supra note 34, at 290.
205. Voters approved a $12 million bond for the acquisition in 1934. Id.
validation of the bonds issued for the asset purchase on the grounds that the taxes necessary to pay for the bonds would constitute a taking of its property. 206 When the appeal proved unsuccessful, PG&E filed its own lawsuit in federal court on the same grounds but did not prevail. 207 PG&E continued to litigate—challenging the valuation of its property in SMUD's condemnation proceeding—but lost again. 208 SMUD finally began operation in 1946. 209

One of the most well-known municipalization battles in energy law and antitrust circles involves efforts by small towns in South Dakota, North Dakota, and Minnesota to create municipal utilities to replace Minnesota-based investor-owned utility Otter Tail Power Company. 210 Twelve towns endeavored to replace Otter Tail with their own municipal utility between 1945 and 1970, but aggressive litigation by Otter Tail ultimately caused all but three of them to give up and renew their franchise agreements. 211 Otter Tail rejected requests to sell electricity at wholesale for distribution by the towns, 212 and then, when the towns found other power suppliers, Otter Tail refused to allow use of its transmission lines to deliver the electricity. 213 The substantial costs of building new transmission infrastructure meant it was not “economically feasible or practical” for the towns to obtain power by any other means. 214 Like PG&E, Otter Tail also used coercive litigation to weaken the towns' resolve:

[T]he litigation sponsored by [Otter Tail] was carried to the highest available appellate court and although all of it was unsuccessful on the merits, the institution and maintenance of it had the effect of halting, or appreciably slowing, efforts for municipal ownership. The delay thus occasioned and the large financial burden imposed on the

211. Id.
214. Id. at 59–60 (footnote omitted). Even when the town of Elbow Lake, Minnesota, managed to build its own generation plant, it had to rely on Otter Tail for backup capacity. Id. at 60. Otter Tail refused to provide it until ordered by the Federal Power Commission. Id. (citing Otter Tail Power Co. v. Fed. Power Comm’n, 429 F.2d 232 (8th Cir. 1970)).
towns’ limited treasury dampened local enthusiasm for public ownership. In some instances, Otter Tail made offers to the towns to absorb the towns’ costs and expenses, and enhance the quality of its service in exchange for a new franchise.215

Rejecting Otter Tail’s claims that municipalization would lead to its demise, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that Otter Tail had violated the Sherman Antitrust Act and upheld the district court’s remedy for the violation by requiring Otter Tail to allow its transmission lines to be used to “wheel” power to the towns.216 According to the Court, although Otter Tail lawfully held a monopoly in its territory, its refusal to deal with the towns in terms of providing wholesale power and transmission services constituted an impermissible attempt to preserve that monopoly power.217 While Otter Tail was eventually forced to cooperate with the remaining towns that had not yet renewed their franchise agreements, its tactics illustrate the uphill battle local governments face when trying to municipalize. The resource mismatch between local governments and increasingly larger investor-owned utilities helps explain why between 1947 and 1996, only 125 new municipal electric systems were formed.218

3. The Deregulation Era of the 1990s

A new era of interest in municipalization began in the 1990s, as the changes wrought by deregulation of wholesale electricity sales presented an opportunity to lower power supply costs.219 First, the rise of independent power producers after the Energy Policy Act of 1992 led to the development of smaller, more efficient generation sources like combined-cycle natural gas plants.220 Second, FERC’s Order 888 requiring open-access transmission and newly created RTO/ISO markets meant municipal utilities could purchase this cheaper electricity if they qualified as “resellers.”221

To qualify, the wholesale purchaser had to use “transmission or distribution facilities that it owns or controls” to deliver the electricity to the final retail customer,222 thus spurring the drive by local governments to acquire these facilities through the creation of a municipal utility. Additionally, many local governments hoped to lower their citizens’ electricity rates by no longer paying for poor decisions

215. Id. at 62 (footnote omitted).
216. See Otter Tail Power Co. II, 410 U.S. at 374–76.
219. See supra Part II.A.
220. Kelly, supra note 108, at 47.
221. Id. at 48; see also supra Part II.A.
made by their investor-owned utilities in the 1970s, when a miscalculation of load forecast led many to overbuild generation capacity.\(^{223}\) In this way, local governments also viewed municipalization as a means of reasserting local control over their energy decisions.

The renewed attention to municipalization generated lively debate about public power's place in a competitive market.\(^{224}\) Scholars in support pointed to the "long pro-competitive history of public power" to reject the contention that restructuring in the industry rendered it obsolete.\(^{225}\) Writing in the midst of this transition, David Penn argued public power helped all consumers, not just the municipal utility's local customers, by "delivering the benefits of diversity, comparison, choice, and a cost-effective insurance policy against the risks that electricity industry restructuring may not go as well as hoped for."\(^{226}\) However, despite more than forty active municipalization campaigns in 1997,\(^{227}\) many local governments abandoned municipalization when faced with the daunting realities of the lengthy process of establishing their own utility and engaging in protracted litigation with the investor-owned utility to condemn the necessary transmission and distribution facilities to operate the new utility.\(^{228}\)

4. Contemporary Municipalization Efforts

Local governments contemplating municipalization in recent years have aimed to achieve some of the same objectives as their predecessors of the early twentieth century—reduced rates, reliable service, and enhanced local control. While investor-owned utilities were able to persuade the public in the early twentieth century that state public utility commissions could better ensure affordability than publicly owned utilities when all models of utility ownership were new and untested, data now shows that municipal utility customers pay the lowest average rates across all customer classes.\(^{229}\) Reliability and

---

\(^{223}\) See Kelly, supra note 108, at 46–47.

\(^{224}\) See, e.g., Richardson & Kelly, supra note 187, at 56 ("Regulators, economists, and industry leaders suggested that public power could not survive in such an environment, and in any case, its very existence was incompatible with such an environment.").

\(^{225}\) See, e.g., David Penn, Competition, the Consumer, and Local Decision Making: Public Power's Important Role, 10 ELEC. J., Nov. 1997, at 30, 32 ("Public power is well positioned to play an important role in the electricity industry's future.").

\(^{226}\) Id. at 36.

\(^{227}\) Doane & Spulber, supra note 108, at 333.

\(^{228}\) See id. at 350 (describing the deterrent effect of the legal, transactional, reputational, and financial costs of condemnation).

\(^{229}\) See AM. PUB. POWER ASS'N, Public Power for Your Community, supra note 30, at 20 ("On a national basis, average electricity rates for all investor-owned utility customers in all customer
rapid response to outages continue to be high priorities for consumers, especially with the increased incidence of extreme weather events; public power customers experience fewer outages of shorter duration than customers of investor-owned utilities. And it remains true that public power entities are more accountable to ratepayers than investor-owned utilities, since they are subject to mechanisms like open meeting laws, citizen advisory committees, and the democratic process.

Contemporary public power advocates, however, are motivated by a host of additional interrelated policy goals including racial equity, addressing climate change, economic development, integrating new technologies, and enhanced local involvement in energy systems. All of these goals can be understood as facets of energy democracy, a concept often escaping precise definition but generally encompassing “a vision to restructure the energy future based on inclusive engagement, where genuine participation in democratic processes provides community control and renewable energy generates local, equitably distributed wealth.”

a. Energy Democracy and Self-Determination for Local Governments

Shelley Welton has identified three main themes within the concept of energy democracy—consumer choice, local control, and access to process. Consumer choice entails giving consumers more options in energy purchasing decisions, such as the type of resource generating their electricity (with a general preference for renewable energy) as well as the locus of its production (centralized or distributed). Local control embeds decisionmaking authority over these choices within the community itself. Lastly, access to process...
increases the amount of meaningful participation in decisionmaking among citizens.\textsuperscript{237}

The municipalization effort by the City of Boulder, Colorado, illustrates this trend. In 2010, Boulder citizens voted overwhelmingly to authorize a tax of $4 million per year to support the city’s efforts to create a locally owned utility to replace the investor-owned utility Xcel Energy, which had provided electricity services to the city for decades under long-term franchise agreements.\textsuperscript{238} Driving the municipalization effort was a desire to shift to providing citizens with 100% renewable energy, unhappiness with the pace of Xcel’s decarbonization efforts, and the goal of creating a local utility that “will support a robust energy economy, with more control of energy supply and investments, as well as community participation in the creation of services.”\textsuperscript{239}

Over the next decade, Boulder spent over $27 million on efforts to acquire the physical facilities and other rights needed to create a local utility, engaged in protracted litigation with Xcel over acquisition of physical facilities and how to value those facilities, and watched as Xcel responded to pressure by Boulder and other franchise cities by adopting aggressive corporate decarbonization goals for its operations across the country.\textsuperscript{240} Nevertheless, municipalization remained popular in the community throughout 2013 and 2014, with voters approving a price cap on the cost of acquisition of Xcel’s infrastructure and the city council passing two critical ordinances—one formally authorizing the acquisition of Xcel’s facilities and another establishing a “light and power utility.”\textsuperscript{241}

\begin{flushright}
\textit{forms of directly controlling utility decisionmaking. Energy is thus democratized by putting people back in charge.” (footnote omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted)).
\end{flushright}

\textsuperscript{237} See id.

\textsuperscript{238}\textit{Boulder Local Power: A History, EMPOWER OUR FUTURE,} https://empowerourfuture.org/boulder-municipalization-a-history/ (last visited Oct. 4, 2021) [https://perma.cc/5AG7-PFML].


In 2019, Xcel ignored three offers by Boulder to purchase Xcel’s assets—starting at $68.5 million—prompting the city to begin condemnation proceedings in court. Facing strained financial health due to the COVID-19 pandemic on top of regulatory and legal challenges from Xcel, the city revised its municipalization plan in July 2020 to delay any final go/no-go vote. Despite the active desire of many community members to continue with municipalization, the city council decided to put a new franchise agreement with Xcel on the ballot instead. In November 2020, voters narrowly passed the franchise measure and approved a new partnership with Xcel along with it.

However, Boulder’s decision to ultimately sign a new franchise agreement does not mean its municipalization effort was for naught, as Xcel’s engagement with decarbonization has accelerated appreciably since the initial negotiations in 2008. Xcel has since moved to convert or decommission multiple coal plants serving Boulder, and in 2018 Xcel became the first investor-owned utility in the country to commit to


244. CITY OF BOULDER, supra note 242. Colorado allows a municipality to either purchase or condemn at fair market value an incumbent provider’s system. COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 31-15-707(1)(a)(II) (West 2021).


100% decarbonization of its fuel supply. Moreover, the new franchise agreement contains significant additional conditions for Xcel regarding community input on grid planning, graduated emissions caps, and undergrounding investment, and gives Boulder the right to restart municipalization efforts if Xcel does not meet those conditions.

In other cities, municipalization efforts continue, with a focus on spurring economic investment in the community, addressing historical inequities, integrating new technologies, and reducing carbon emissions. For example, as of 2021, New York City was considering municipalization to make its energy system “safer, greener, cheaper, and more accountable to the public” following a series of “unexplained” blackouts by Consolidated Edison in 2019 and 2020. Noting that “deferral of necessary repairs, a near complete lack of transparency, and little to no true accountability” are conditions “endemic” to investor-owned utilities, the city aims to “ensure a just and expeditious transition to a renewable energy future” which is also cost effective.

In Chicago, dissatisfaction with Commonwealth Edison (“ComEd”) led the city to consider municipalization in 2019 as the end of its franchise agreement approached. Signed in 1991, Chicago’s franchise agreement was the first in the nation to incorporate any substantive energy policy goals. It is not surprising, then, that the city’s municipalization investigation was informed by a number of goals: affordable, reliable power; environmental stewardship; support for economically disadvantaged neighborhoods and communities; investment in new technology; and support for minority- and women-owned businesses. The Chicago chapter of the Democratic Socialists of America launched a #DemocratizeComEd campaign, explaining that
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as a private monopoly, ComEd is “minimally accountable, not transparent and just is outside of our public control.”255

Chicago’s pursuit of municipalization came to a swift end after its feasibility study determined that taking over ComEd’s infrastructure would be prohibitively expensive and result in higher rates through 2039.256 However, in the wake of ComEd’s bribery scandal,257 Mayor Lori Lightfoot’s administration continued to place the pursuit of “Energy and Equity” at the center of franchise negotiations.258 Lightfoot emphasized any new agreement would need to include “expansive ethics reforms,” as well as elimination of late fees and disconnections, improved infrastructure in the South and West Sides, and a commitment to diversity hiring targets.259 In short, Chicago viewed the franchise agreement as an opening to extract a “significant commitment from [ComEd] to right historic wrongs.”260 While negotiations with ComEd were ongoing in 2021, Mayor Lightfoot solicited other utilities for proposals to take over providing electricity for the city that incorporates these terms.261


256. Gheorghiu, supra note 252.


In California, as of 2021 PG&E was confronting calls for its ouster in communities across the state because of a deterioration in safety and reliability, liability for catastrophic wildfires in the state in 2019 and 2020, and evidence of budget manipulation. \(^{262}\) In San Francisco, officials viewed replacing PG&E as a way to more actively achieve clean energy and equity goals: “Public power expansion provides the opportunity for the City to significantly increase its own [energy efficiency, low-income and community development] program offerings, and to align those programs with San Francisco’s legislative priorities and policies, such as the GHG target of net zero emissions by 2050 and electrification of transportation.” \(^{263}\) Facing mounting debt from the repercussions of wildfire damage, PG&E filed for bankruptcy in January 2019, prompting San Francisco to offer $2.5 billion for its distribution assets in the city. \(^{264}\) PG&E mostly skirted these existential threats to its business by restructuring its debt, establishing a fund to compensate wildfire victims, and paying penalties to the California Public Utilities Commission. \(^{265}\) However, in 2021, as evidence mounted that PG&E was potentially responsible for sparking the Dixie Fire, the largest single fire in California’s history, the utility faced growing pressures to undertake significant reforms. \(^{266}\)


\(^{263}\) S.F. WATER POWER SEWER, supra note 105, at 28.


service to such areas to serve remote customers. The Navajo Tribal Utility Authority, for example, was formed in 1959 specifically to address the absence of investor-owned utilities in the twenty-seven thousand square-mile Navajo Nation, and is now the largest multi-utility enterprise owned and operated by an Indian tribe. Routine mismanagement by the federal government of tribal resources and investor-owned utility dismissiveness of tribal customers’ concerns give Indian tribes additional reasons to form a tribal utility.

Creation of a tribal utility, then, provides the opportunity to escape the “federal paternalism permeating all Indian energy development.” Even a single project can allow a tribe a greater degree of control over its energy security. Indeed, Tribal Council Chair Darrell Seki of the Red Lake Nation in northern Minnesota described the Tribe’s growing number of solar arrays as setting the Tribe on a path to a future where “members receive free energy and the danger of being disconnected no longer exists.” As a result of the project, tribal

271. RENEWABLE RES. PROGRAM, supra note 39, at 6 (“For many years, most homes did not have electricity service as a result of both the vast distances between homes and the poverty status of the reservations. While most reservations had some type of electric service, it was often limited to larger towns and villages.”).

272. NAVAJO TRIBAL UTIL. AUTH., https://www.ntua.com/ (last visited Oct. 3, 2021) [https://perma.cc/2N62-ZM9V]. The Navajo Tribal Utility Authority sees its mandate as more than just providing utility service: it aims to “promote employment opportunities on the Navajo Nation, and to improve the health and welfare of the residents of the Navajo Nation while improving the standard of life.” Id.


274. ENERGY INFO. ADMIN., supra note 268, at 3–5.


276. Id. at 308.

member Bob Blake created a new solar installation company to train tribal members for future projects.278

Any funds received from electricity payments remain within the community, meaning tribal utilities capture economic benefits for their reservation which would otherwise be funneled to an outside entity.279 Tribal utilities can implement workforce development programs to create new jobs for their members280 and ensure business decisions are aligned with the political, social, and cultural priorities of the tribe.281 Given the high proportion of Native Americans living below the poverty line, these opportunities can meaningfully improve the quality of life on a reservation.282 Thus, in addition to increased political sovereignty from recapturing decisionmaking authority, the creation of a tribal utility can increase the economic sovereignty and self-sufficiency of the community.

C. Municipalization Limits and Opportunities

It is important to stress that municipalization may not be the silver bullet that vaults communities’ goals from desirable to achievable. Regarding renewable energy goals, municipal utilities may still rely heavily on electricity generated by fossil fuel resources, although they often have the ability to pivot away from them more quickly than investor-owned utilities that must be responsive to the demands of public utility commissions and corporate shareholders. For instance, Nebraska, the only state where all customers are served by public power utilities,283 still relies on coal for more than half of its...
electricity generation, but in 2021 became the first Republican state to embrace decarbonization when all three of the largest publicly owned utilities in the state voted to set goals of net-zero electricity by 2050.\textsuperscript{284} Furthermore, as Shelley Welton has noted, one community’s decision to purchase more renewable energy to reduce its carbon emissions may merely displace them onto another community.\textsuperscript{285}

Contrary to the goals of energy democracy activists, municipalization may undermine equity insofar as high costs make it difficult to achieve for any but the most affluent communities.\textsuperscript{286} When wealthier, larger customers break away from their investor-owned utility, rural and poorer ratepayers in neighboring communities can bear a greater cost burden for grid maintenance.\textsuperscript{287} In their haste to decarbonize, municipal utilities may perpetuate environmental racism by siting renewable energy facilities in communities of color where they are not wanted.\textsuperscript{288}

Like their private counterparts, municipal and tribal utilities can also fall prey to mismanagement. The capital-intensive nature of the electric industry means any electric utility involved in infrastructure development (building transmission or generation) is vulnerable to construction delays, cost overruns, and lackluster performance results.\textsuperscript{289} These factors, as well as mundane afflictions


\textsuperscript{285} Welton, supra note 35, at 641 (noting the “limited impact on the composition of the larger grid” of a single community’s energy choices).


\textsuperscript{287} Id.


like organizational dysfunction and aging facilities, mean public power may not always present a low-cost alternative for communities.  

Nevertheless, as President Roosevelt suggested as far back as the 1930s, cities can use their power to leave the investor-owned utility to obtain significant concessions during the franchise renegotiation period. The example of Boulder’s efforts, described above, is a case in point, with Xcel taking significant steps to decarbonize its operations nationwide and address other demands by the city.  

Opportunities to partner with a willing investor-owned utility or develop smaller-scale projects can provide a community an alternative path to achieving their policy goals, forestalling the need to create a utility. For example, Red Lake Nation in Minnesota developed a small, crowdfunded solar array it will fully own while simultaneously partnering with Allene—the parent company of nearby investor-owned utility Minnesota Power—to build a utility-scale solar installation. The partnership arose after Minnesota Power demonstrated its good will toward the tribe by engaging in outreach and consultation as it planned a transmission project near the Red Lake reservation. Tribal leaders have stated that these solar projects will fulfill the Red Lake Nation’s economic and environmental objectives without the financial risk and red tape of establishing a full-fledged utility. And the city of St. Louis, Missouri, has partnered with its utility Ameren and local nonprofits to increase access to electric vehicles in low-income neighborhoods and communities of color. The new charging stations


291. See supra notes 247–249 and accompanying text (discussing Xcel decarbonization efforts).


294. Jossi, supra note 39 (describing the projects’ twin purposes of hiring local workers and protecting the earth).

and car-share program will help the nonprofits serve their elderly and disabled clients while making electric car use convenient for other residents.296

In 2021, Ann Arbor, Michigan, released a report advocating for the creation of a municipally owned “sustainable energy utility” (“SEU”).297 The SEU would operate as a parallel energy service to Ann Arbor’s current electricity provider, DTE Energy (“DTE”), and focus exclusively on localized strategies to help Ann Arbor meet its goal of carbon neutrality by 2030.298 City leaders observed the growing community momentum around the creation of a traditional municipal utility, yet desired to avoid costly acquisition of DTE’s aging infrastructure and the possibility of lengthy litigation.299 Ann Arbor for Public Power, a local municipalization activist group, reacted to the proposal with support for the city’s “innovative and constructive” concept while maintaining a traditional municipal utility would provide greater benefits.300 The SEU report was fast-tracked for release301 in anticipation of an impending decision by Ann Arbor’s Energy Commission on the pursuit of a feasibility study, the next step towards the creation of a traditional municipal utility.302 Voters may have their choice of an SEU or a traditional municipal utility on the ballot in 2022.303 Either way, the SEU proposal demonstrates another way local governments can nimbly and creatively respond to challenges in electricity provision under current municipalization laws.

Thus, whether or not a local government or Indian tribe actually creates a municipal utility, the authority to do so is an important facet

296. Id.
298. Id. at 4, 10. These strategies include energy efficiency programs, installation of microgrids between neighboring households, on-bill financing, district geothermal systems, community solar programs, and programs specifically for low-income and underserved residents. Id. at 11.
299. Id. at 5 (“Every dollar we don’t spend in litigation or to buy [infrastructure] . . . [is a] dollar[] we can use to immediately provide reliable, clean, and affordable public power to everyone.”). See also Jeffrey Tomich, Mich. City Offers New Model for 100% Clean Power, E&E NEWS: ENERGYWIRE (Nov. 15, 2021), https://www.eenews.net/articles/mich-city-offers-new-model-for-100-clean-power/ [https://perma.cc/F3HNQfJLX].
301. CITY OF ANN ARBOR, supra note 297, at 8.
303. Id.
of local power and self-determination. In other words, local governments’ power to own, manage, and shape municipal utilities to serve their citizens provides an opportunity to consider ways in which local governments can use control over electricity services to achieve a broad range of economic, social, and environmental protection goals free from state interference. Part III turns to that issue.

III. LOCAL POWER III: IMPLICATIONS AND INTERSECTIONS

Part III returns to the distinct but complementary meanings of “local power.” It considers the extent to which the assertion of local control over electric power delivery can enhance local authority and capacity more broadly. It illustrates in more detail how local communities’ exercise of control over electric power resources and delivery can create an important safe harbor from the increased state preemption of local regulatory authority in other contexts, without many of the parochialism-related drawbacks of localism. Section A evaluates local government policies and goals regarding energy both when local governments act in a regulatory capacity and when they act in a proprietary capacity as a municipal utility. These policies include not only aggressive decarbonization policies for the energy sector but also programs to enhance energy services and economic benefits for minority and low-income communities. Section B reconsiders the debates over localism and parochialism in the context of local energy projects and systems. It suggests that one way to address the “not in my backyard” or “NIMBY” tendencies of local governments is to enhance the ability of the community in question to take ownership of the projects themselves, either through a municipal utility or in partnership with the incumbent investor-owned utility.

A. Local Energy Policies: Decarbonization, Distributed Energy, and Energy Justice

Recent years have seen a noticeable increase in local government action to address climate change, both in response to lack of Congressional leadership on the issue and four years of Trump Administration efforts to reverse progress made during the Obama Administration.304 With U.S. cities emitting more carbon per capita...
than their global peers, policy choices at the local level stand to have an outsize impact on slowing climate change.\footnote{See, e.g., Juana Summers, \textit{Progressives Gear Up for Broad New Push on Climate Action}, NPR (Jan. 13, 2021, 5:00 AM), https://www.npr.org/2021/01/13/956192132/progressives-gear-up-for-broad-new-push-on-climate-action [https://perma.cc/QZ99-LM5Y]; see also Katherine A. Trisolini, \textit{All Hands on Deck: Local Governments and the Potential for Bidirectional Climate Change Regulation}, 62 STAN. L. REV. 669, 672–78 (2010) (discussing limits and potential of local government action on climate change).} While local government action alone will not solve the global climate crisis, such action can create pressure on both state and federal government actors. Further, local government action builds broad-based political support, as evidenced by the Sunrise Movement, faith groups focused on climate change, and growing focus on the Green New Deal and similar large-scale energy transition platforms.\footnote{See, e.g., Sanya Carley & David M. Konisky, \textit{The Justice and...}} Importantly, many of these local policies are explicitly guided by principles of “energy justice”—seeking a “just transition” to repair historic energy disparities and prevent their further exacerbation as the nation decarbonizes the energy sector.\footnote{“Energy justice” is distinct from energy democracy in expressing the idea that “all individuals should have access to energy that is affordable, safe, sustainable and able to sustain a decent lifestyle, as well as the opportunity to participate in and lead energy decision-making processes with the authority to make change.” Sanya Carley & David M. Konisky, \textit{The Justice and...}}
Katrina Wyman and Danielle Spiegel-Feld have attributed the expansion of environmental policymaking at the local level, at least in large urban centers, to three central factors—a perceived link between environmental protection and economic growth, more resources to hire environmental policy experts, and the concentration of liberal partisans in cities. But it is not only the handful of large, Democratic-leaning metropolises in the United States that are choosing to act. Since 1991, over six hundred local governments in the United States have adopted some form of climate action plan that includes an emissions reduction target. For more than 170 jurisdictions, these targets involve a transformative commitment to powering their community with 100% renewable electricity. The deadlines to complete this transformation vary, from the relatively modest (e.g., 2050) to the more ambitious (e.g., 2030), and so do the rigor and detail of the plans accompanying these pledges. In addition to addressing the source of their electricity, local governments are deploying similar strategies to make progress on emissions reduction outside the electricity sector, including investing in alternative transportation infrastructure, updating building codes, and

Equity Implications of the Clean Energy Transition, 5 Nature Energy 569, 570 (2020). A just transition "establishes the importance of equity and justice in the planning, implementation, and assessment of every socio-energy system change that shapes the energy transition." Id. Several notable negative impacts are associated with the transition to renewable energy—job loss, wider economic depression in areas of former fossil-fuel industry, a sense of cultural displacement, and greater energy insecurity. For a discussion of these impacts, see id.

308. Wyman & Spiegel-Feld, supra note 10, at 328–33.
overhauling zoning strategy.\footnote{312} Through careful attention to where and how these programs are implemented, local governments have intentionally embedded economic and racial justice principles into their climate action plans.\footnote{313}

Local governments with an existing municipal utility (or considering the feasibility of creating one) have an even greater capacity to address energy justice imperatives. Without a specific focus on the energy justice implications of new projects, energy programs intended to improve the social welfare of the community as a whole may fall short of their potential, or, worse yet, may merely pay lip service to these values.

Take the rise of distributed solar resources, for example. At first glance, rooftop solar seems to align with principles of energy justice: more renewable energy on the grid, democratization of energy through dispersal of ownership, greater community engagement in energy decisionmaking, and reduced costs for ratepayers through compensation for the energy generated. However, rooftop solar in most communities tends to be installed by affluent, white households; as such, some investor-owned utilities “deftly used the poor as scapegoats” to argue against the further proliferation of rooftop solar.\footnote{314} At the same time, other investor-owned utilities have proposed “community energy” programs using utility-scale solar arrays, touted as a way to increase generation opportunities for low-income ratepayers.\footnote{315} Shalanda Baker has argued, however, that these programs do little to advance local control or energy justice objectives since they “replicate an approach to scale and siting that maintains the paradigm of utility-oriented energy development.”\footnote{316}

Without a true community ownership model that
incorporates the input of the historically excluded, simply switching to renewable sources does not mitigate investor-owned utility reliance on “extraction, exploitation, and getting [projects] done for the lowest cost.”

By contrast, local governments with a municipal utility can ensure any purported benefits of an energy program are actually captured by their community. The municipal utility of Waverly, Iowa, offers energy efficiency rebates paid in gift certificates which can be used anywhere in the town, thus fostering entirely local economic development. In 2011, Los Angeles’ municipal utility created the Utility Pre-Craft Trainee Program to develop a workforce capable of implementing its renewable energy initiatives. A five-year benchmark of the program found its trainees are racially and ethnically diverse, are proportionately more female than workers in similar industries, and come from low-income neighborhoods with high unemployment rates. The program thus embodies a just transition by prioritizing underserved community members for the stable jobs created by clean energy integration.

Returning to distributed energy resources, multiple tribal utilities have instituted renewable energy development mechanisms to address energy poverty and access on their reservations. The Navajo Tribal Utility Authority rents out renewable generation units to tribal members located in non-grid areas. In 2014, the Moapa Band of Paiutes Tribe created a microgrid for its business district powered by a hybrid solar generator, reducing reliance on diesel generation and saving the tribe an estimated $700,000 a year.

320. SCOTT & ZABIN, supra note 319, at 3.
322. Id. at 314.
solutions to Indian problems,” these projects directly respond to the needs of the community free from investor-owned utility diversion of benefits.324

Municipal utilities can partner with other entities in their community to pioneer equity initiatives that would be outside the purview of a traditional investor-owned utility. In 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic’s unequal impact on lower-income school children,325 Chattanooga, Tennessee’s, Electric Power Board announced a first-of-its-kind project giving free internet access and hardware to homes with school children on free or reduced lunch programs.326 This program illustrates municipal utilities’ ability to quickly respond to newly identified disparities.327

Finally, local governments can raise the possibility of municipalization to inscribe energy justice into their franchise renewal agreements. When Minneapolis renewed its franchise agreement with Xcel Energy after threatening municipalization,328 it required the investor-owned utility to form a joint Minneapolis Clean Energy Partnership to ensure progress towards an energy system which “sustains the city’s economy and environment and contributes to a more socially just community.”329 Salt Lake City, Utah, and Boulder, Colorado, formed similar partnerships with their investor-owned

324. Ravotti, supra note 275, at 317. In another example of a tribal utility creatively responding to the challenge of energy access, in 2021 the Navajo Tribal Utility Authority formed a unique partnership with Los Angeles’ municipal utility to extend powerlines to remote communities in the Navajo Nation. Partnership Extends Powerlines to Navajo Nation Homes, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Dec. 10, 2021), https://apnews.com/article/business-44affb0a9b13822ab15fa251be753316f [https://perma.cc/L6EW-UBX4]. The exchange allows the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power to train its work crews in powerline installation in rural, rugged terrain. Id. The partnership demonstrates the type of innovative cooperation municipal utilities have the freedom to pursue absent the strictures of PUC regulation.


327. FAQ: What is HCS EdConnect?, HCS EdCONNECT, https://www.edconnect.org/faq/ (last updated Mar. 23, 2021) [https://perma.cc/2Y76-Z949] (“This program helps ensure no child is left behind as schools continue to provide online learning as we deal with the effects of the COVID crisis.”).


utilities as a condition of signing new franchise agreements.\(^{330}\) In 2020, the San Diego City Council granted San Diego Gas & Electric a temporary six-month extension of its franchise agreement, aiming to pressure it into including provisions that address the city’s climate goals while “provide[ing] equitable access to environmental benefits” for all members of the community.\(^{331}\) During the extension, San Diego solicited franchise agreement bids from other utilities in an effort to stimulate competition.\(^{332}\) While San Diego Gas & Electric was the only company to submit an offer, the franchise agreement approved by the city council in June 2021 includes $20 million to achieve San Diego’s climate equity goals and an additional $10 million for renewable energy programs in underserved communities.\(^{333}\) Neither of these contributions from San Diego Gas & Electric will come from ratepayer funds, and a new citizen-focused Franchise Compliance Review Committee will ensure oversight by the public.\(^{334}\)

---


Part II.B, as of 2021, Chicago continued to hold out for a new franchise agreement with ComEd centered around “Energy and Equity.”

It is true that states concerned about municipalization as a mechanism to bypass state policy prerogatives could enact legislation preempting the ability of local governments to municipalize entirely, at least where the right to do so is statutory. However, several factors make widespread preemption unlikely. First, local governments with existing municipal utilities span the political spectrum, and the communities considering municipalization are not a progressive monolith. Any legislation enacted to preempt municipalization would inevitably impact the constituents of the majority party. Second, it would be difficult for legislators concerned about the political blowback from a blanket preemption law to craft a bill narrow enough to preempt a single municipality. Third, the economic and social policies pursued by local governments through municipalization are embedded in the government’s proprietary, rather than regulatory, powers. Fourth, municipalities can meet at least some of these goals through the negotiation process with existing or future investor-owned utilities, a process outside the purview of the local-state relationship. Last, legislating and regulating in the energy arena is technical and complex; the allure of the status quo and legislative inertia should not be underestimated. Although state governments are certainly becoming more active in addressing local energy initiatives, even a law signed in June 2021 by Florida Governor Ron DeSantis restricting local governments from directing utilities to switch to renewable energy contained an exemption for municipal utilities.

B. Localism Revisited: Overcoming Parochialism in Energy Projects Through Local Power

Evaluating the dynamics of local utilities and local energy projects provides a new perspective on the renewed scholarly debates

---

335. See supra notes 256–261 and accompanying text (discussing Mayor Lori Lightfoot’s demands for a new franchise agreement).
over “localism.” Opponents of localism have often raised the specter of local governments, notably suburbs, engaging in exclusionary zoning or otherwise acting contrary to the interest of racial minorities or low-income residents as reasons to support state oversight and to be cautious of increased local control. Others counter that today’s polarized politics and gerrymandering at the state level render state government more suspect today than in the 1990s, when the original disputes over localism were last the subject of intense debate. Yet others focus on the increased ability of racial minorities to have a voice in policymaking at the local level, creating new arguments in favor of increased local power when it comes to local-state relations.

All these debates, understandably, focus on local governments acting in their regulatory capacity. They consider the ability of local governments to engage in zoning; regulate economic activities within their borders like living wage laws, fair scheduling laws, and antidiscrimination protections for citizens; or impose environmental protection provisions on businesses such as regulating plastic waste or placing conditions on new buildings with regard to use of natural gas or energy efficiency. As detailed in Part I, while local governments generally have the authority to engage in such regulation as a matter of home rule, states can easily displace that authority through expressly preempting those policies in favor of no policy at all or a uniform state policy.

338. See, e.g., Davidson, supra note 5, at 975–83 (describing renewed scholarly debates in light of political polarization at the state level and preemption battles between states and local governments); supra notes 7–9 and accompanying text.

339. See Davidson, supra note 5, at 976–78 (discussing scholarship and stating that “these strands of the critique of localism coalesce into an overriding concern with a particularly toxic vein of local parochialism that hardens a range of socioeconomic and racial inequalities”); Briffault, supra note 7, at 1 (“Localism reflects territorial economic and social inequalities and reinforces them with political power.”).

340. Davidson, supra note 5, at 980–81 (citing scholarship and noting that states “have become unreliable arbiters of the normal and legitimate oversight functions they have traditionally undertaken in less polarized times” due to “sophisticated partisan gerrymandering” that has resulted in state politics that “structurally marginalize their urban residents in particular”); see also Jessica Bulman-Pozen & Miriam Seifter, The Democracy Principle in State Constitutions, 119 MICH. L. REV. 859, 862 (2021) (“Recent years have seen a rash of [state] antidemocratic behavior across the country—efforts to thwart popular majority rule that have nothing to do with protecting vulnerable minorities or individual rights.”).

341. See, e.g., Davidson, supra note 5, at 979–80 (summarizing arguments in favor of local control); Heather K. Gerken, A New Progressive Federalism, DEMOCRACY, no. 24, Spring 2012, https://democracyjournal.org/magazine/24/a-new-progressive-federalism/ [https://perma.cc/L8A9-AFMW] (“Eliminating opportunities for local governance to protect racial minorities and dissenters also means eliminating the very sites where they are empowered to rule.”); supra notes 16–18, 27, and accompanying text.

342. See supra Part I.B.

343. See supra Part I.A.
But what do the debates over localism look like when it comes to local energy projects such as distributed solar, wind energy projects, or related infrastructure? In this context, parochialism often takes the form of NIMBYism—people are in favor of renewable energy development but not in their own communities because of aesthetic and other potential adverse impacts. Energy and environmental law scholars have long lamented the practice of local governments restricting or banning rooftop solar, wind farms, and other critical energy projects needed to address climate change and support a clean energy transition. In some cases, states have acted to preempt local government authority to ban or restrict certain renewable energy projects, addressing the same parochialism concerns local government scholars have warned of for decades in nonenergy contexts. In other cases, renewable energy developers offer tax benefits or other economic benefits to obtain community acceptance of projects.

There is evidence, however, that these energy parochialism concerns can also be addressed through community ownership of new projects. It is one thing for a community to oppose a new energy project

---


345. See, e.g., J.B. Ruhl & James Salzman, What Happens When the Green New Deal Meets the Old Green Laws?, 44 VT. L. REV. 693, 713 (2020) (“Local NIMBY opposition has been a prominent battleground. Commercial-scale solar and wind power projects, which take up large areas and are highly visible, have enjoyed no ‘halo effect’ at the local level.” (footnote omitted)); Troy A. Rule, Renewable Energy and the Neighbors, 2010 UTAH L. REV. 1223, 1223 (stating that neighboring landowner opposition to renewable energy projects leads to “zoning ordinances and subdivision covenants in communities throughout the country [that] restrict or prohibit the installation of green energy devices” (footnote omitted)); Hannah J. Wiseman, Taxing Local Energy Externalities, 96 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 563, 572–73, 581–84, 589–92, 616–18 (2020) (discussing power of local governments to block renewable energy projects and ways to address that opposition, including tax benefits for local governments and state preemption of local regulatory authority); see also Amy J. Wildermuth, Is Environmental Law a Barrier to Emerging Alternative Energy Sources?, 46 IDAHO L. REV. 509 (2020) (discussing the extent to which existing environmental laws pose barriers to clean energy development).

346. See Rule, supra note 345, at 1248–54 (discussing state preemption of local government restrictions on renewable energy projects but cautioning against such a “one-size-fits-all” approach that ignores local concerns); Wiseman, supra note 345, at 591–92 (discussing state preemption); Uma Outka, The Renewable Energy Footprint, 30 STAN. ENV’T L. REV. 248, 278–79 (2011) (same); see also Briffault, supra note 7, at 6 (discussing need for state oversight to address local government parochialism).

proposed by an outside developer or an investor-owned utility that will be planned, built, and operated with little, if any, local ownership or involvement. It is quite another matter when the local government itself plans and staffs the project and the employees come from the local community. These projects provide exciting opportunities for local governments to engage in clean energy development in ways that involve the entire community and integrate energy justice and racial justice priorities.

For example, Fayetteville, North Carolina, became home to the first municipal community solar farm in the state in 2019, which was built to create “long-term sustainable growth, community growth, and economic development.” Austin, Texas, has planned a new community solar array close to the city, creating clean energy jobs for its citizens. The Red Lake Nation’s solar arrays discussed above were financed through crowdfunding, a first for solar installations in Minnesota, demonstrating the enthusiasm for renewable projects with community-tailored benefits. The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe’s SAGE Development Authority in North Dakota launched a similar crowdfunding initiative to build a 235-megawatt wind farm which will embody their “cultural values by prioritizing people, land, and nature over profit.”

Moreover, the argument that local governments are in a superior position to innovate and experiment with policy initiatives is particularly true in the context of municipal utilities. As noted earlier, not all municipal utilities have always embraced clean energy. Instead, many of them have made heavy use of coal-fired power for decades because it was often the lowest cost option. Today, however, with wind

---


and solar energy the lowest cost forms of energy, local utilities have been able to pivot more quickly than communities without their own utilities and embrace cleaner, less expensive energy resources. This is true not only in historically progressive cities with municipal utilities like Los Angeles or Seattle but also medium and smaller cities with a history of fossil fuel reliance like Kodiak Island, Alaska, which transitioned from diesel to 100% renewable energy years ahead of its 2020 goal. In a remarkable story of transformation, the conservative town of Greensburg, Kansas, rebuilt itself as a model of sustainability, powered entirely by wind, after 95% of the town was destroyed by a tornado in 2007. The municipal utility serving Lincoln, Nebraska has rapidly cut its carbon emissions by 42% in the past decade and aims to be at net zero emissions by 2040, a significant reversal of its past reliance on coal. These examples provide a new perspective on localism debates and energy parochialism that may be helpful as the nation attempts to accomplish a clean energy transition that will require buy-in from communities across the country.

CONCLUSION

This Article provides a new perspective on local power. While local governments cannot address climate change, racial justice, or economic inequality on their own, their efforts to use their regulatory powers to innovate in these areas are well documented. On the other hand, local government regulatory power is subject to significant limits


if state legislatures wish to make different policy choices. As political polarization increases, state-local policy conflicts have resulted in states engaging in aggressive preemption of local government policies, reducing community-based innovation and autonomy. However, when local governments act in their proprietary capacity as municipal utilities, there is a significant opportunity to pursue a broad range of energy justice, energy democracy, and community-engaged projects that can help achieve many of the same environmental, economic, and social equity objectives. Thus, municipal utilities’ long-standing role as proprietary actors can create a potential safe harbor against the state-local preemption battles taking place on the regulatory front. Moreover, the analysis in this Article sheds a new light on the renewed debates over localism. In the energy context, the parochialism concerns raised by local government scholars in other contexts often take the form of local objections to renewable energy projects critical to a U.S. clean energy transition. Here too, municipal utilities can play an important role in ensuring that the economic and social benefits of these projects, not only the costs, remain in the community and are consistent with energy justice and energy democracy principles.